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NSTA Position Statement 9n Science Fairs
The National Science Teachers Asso-

ciation recognizes that many kinds of
learning, experiences, bOth in and be-
yond the classroom and laboratory, can
contribute sig antly to the educationniftinc
of. students of e.

With respect to science fait activities,
the Association takes the position that
participation should be guided by the
followingt,principles: (1) student mtici-
pation in.scienCe fairs should be volun-
tary; (2) emphasis should be placed on
the learning experience rather than on

competition; (3) participation,in science
fairs should not be made_the basis for a
,course grade; (4) science fair activities
should supplement other*duCational
experiences and not jeopardize_',
(5) the emphasis should be on scientific
content' and method; (6) the scientific
part of the project must be the work of
the student; () ieacher InvOlVement in
science fairs shoul0e based upon
teacher interest rather than on external
'pressures or adminiAratiVe directives;
and (8) if a science ;fair is to be under-

taken, such an assignment shoulerbea
replacement for one of the, teacher's--
current responsibilities, and not an addi-
tional eltity.

The National Science Teachers Asso- '
elation's Position Statement onScience
Fairs was approved by the NSTA Board
of Directors in 1968. This position state-
ment is intended as a guide, and does
not reflect the whole range of interest
of our members.
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Introduction
.- . .

In my neck:Of the roods (Room 107);
there is a stir-4 sign that-spring is not
far avOy . The fragrance of rubber ce-

' ment exudeSfrtipn nascent science proj-;
sects. It'Sthat(time Of the year again.
° NSTAhaSilassernbled this collection:
of reprints tC6ssist teacher,S;students;
and parents throughthis science proj-
ect season. These -article§ from The
Sciinie Teacher and Science ' andand Childro
cover four major questions about sci-
ence fairs: Who shouldparticipate in a
science fair? Howshould a fair be orga,
nized? What makes a scienCe project

° successful? How should projects be
judged? i )/

These projects are a valuable tool
for science educators and for science
students. In 1982 I heard Paul Brand-
wein tell an audience of science educa-
tors at the Iowa Curriculum Confer-.
ence that the ultimate goal of any
science program should be for, each
student to complete one independent
project. I couldn;t,have.-agoeed .more.

,k,, the past 16 years, in/xperiencesrwith studentkojeds ha17lte* n among
the iirst rewarding Oftie s, 5f my
teaching .. .

Irrour system*Vd in second
year biology tch--a, , s

product ofib or M.
and expeiiiilliyttation. ot r even
most projec s are coMpetitiOn.quality.
For many s
familiar is in
lasting me
are just eno
truly novel id

;Its, veSia,covering' the
venture that lea ves

s. But each year .there
students in, search 9f
that my teaching re-

mains fresh and continuously chal-
lenging.

2

The word "reSearCh" in secondary
schools has two very distinct meanings.
For a fef/ studentb. etch year, a junior

' . partnership with a.university indus:
try researcher leads to an exploration.
of /not'only a scientific problem but
'a)so a,careeit These experiences (Ustt-
aIIy during the summer), which have
.become exPertSive since the
Natidnal Science Foundation jumped
ship, tsually produce impressive proj-
ects and symposium papers for the par:
ticip'ants.13ut often the researcher or
graduate shi t§-generate the prob:
lem, the predure, and the conduct of
the investi ation.

Classroom or home research is anoth-
er species entirely. The 'process of
coning up5iwitn the problem is itself a
majot. hurdle' fOr most secdpdary stu-
dents. In° our district.we spend some
.portion of each class for 2 months gener-
ating ideas, developing research de-
'signs; and .toksing around sources of
error. r'; ;:

IdeaSCome from magazinesand jour-
nals (including MT's, Science Briefs),
from parents 'and friends, from expe-

.

rienced, and from adolescent.roriosity.
Most ideas must be .discarde4 As in

1many khools; our equipment ts min-
imal, and our access to labs and indus-
try is touch-anclsge?We encourag&cre-
ativity and scientific thought, as wan
as correspondence with generous pro-
f4ssionals who often respond with sug-
gestions, offprints, and words of sup-
jiort.

I often, think that one of the major
rewards of teaching this way is, the

areas that change i,from month to
month, and- never quite to know
enough for the next class of research-
ers:

Home-grown projects often seem at
a distinct disadvantage when the time
comes for competition. I've heard many
teachers struggle with this ,issue-.
Should we ,recognize the dichotomy
and put tile- projects generated by uni-
versity internships in a separate, cate-
gork? Or should we rely on the'exper-
tise of ,the judges and the evaluators to
distinguish true creativity, whatever
the product?

The question has been around nd for
mangy years. For a few years, it seemed
that teachers were so discouraged by
inequities and the uncert
judging process that
students were kising
pairs and competitions
impetus of public suppo
sional enthusiasin-l'the trenditas been

.reversed. While some school sYstenis
still opt out of the competitive' circuit,
most participate -to some degree. Yet

s /
the issues remain.

For those who believe that science is
as much an a adea state of mind

tisa , the science
n. Despite

problems 0. _efining what
a ould be and how

shou , we're certain to see
even more projects this year. So pass
the rubber cement.

opportunity to be eclectic, to explore

5
A

Juliana Texley
Editor, The Science Teacher
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, din,, .?E''Lliansen /,' ';',;:
ough 1a; .stic.1Feifu'" li 'ence/'fair Yreqiiires an en

i?/ ode'aniffelint:nt andienergy;.4he payoffs 4
/ ' ' Sill, ./-'Stdde p get 'excited ''parenti becom

; ; / , "1,117.7 , ,,!!, 1,,. ,, .

; K./J. involvecLiand,schooi..tornmuruty relations are improved as -t

' / the community is ifivite4 to take part in:injildrig the fair a
what we found When/Sugarlancl -

. More than 4(i, student ici nce projects were exhi-
bited

EleMentary ,Sclical ..in.. Sterlihg, y rgiiiii. held a% fair :last

ibited, alon g. with daggroom Scie c'e work fromoin ech class
iand seven ProfessiOnal and/, cOininerdl 'science displays.

Over 400 iChilglrert i!id adulfs attended thefair. Planning, of 1 ,
,

. coarse Was,the ke to its sUcceSs.-, /

i.i... ( ; , ; ,

Fir b -: ,//, / ii / :' 1 / .,,,'
ugarlari(ci'l Science Fair Committee ionsisted or ftve.::.

volunteers-rffireeiparents and' two teachersWhO had pp.
pressed (iiiinterest in the 'schools, science program. The
committee began' c7Iding 'Monfhly meetings in Octobe,t,, .

about' five month befori' the March date so for the fair.
WorkingliackW4d frointhafdate, theyestab,liShedpiched.
tile that alloWed them, to complete prelitnioarY planning in .-

'aboi.it three'inonths. (The two additiOnal, would
allow students time tQork on their projec began

. work by drafting theirnies for the competition, fhe entry
form, lists of suggested tonics, an4 a cover leiter. The, rules ,.

included the entry and project completion dates, size/sped-

-iii..

7'
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:cations for. tfie.finaldisplay, and judging guidelines. 'An
important arf$ ofthei:riiles was a staternent that diStiri-
gnished between at scienti4 experinierit:afid an encyclope-,
dia report and: encouraged students to stay away from the
.latter. The entry form asked that the student describe the
hYpOthesis,..rrie,thods,,and equipinent for the proposed proj-

-. ect,,and 'it called for a parent's signature to indicate
permission- for, the student to participate in the fair. Rig-
gested fopics,were drawn from the students' science texts,'
with one list-for fiest, second, and third grades'and a second
list for third,-fingth, and fifth grades. When:all.the entries
Were in, the 0;riunitteelchec10:1 to make sure the forms
were comPlete and the,p;oposed,projects practical id Safe.
(NO borribs-or erapting.ycilcariOes, please.) Several students
chose identical topics, but this caused no,diffiCulty since the
finished projects:prOved to be renriarkabl different.

art with the Projects
To make, sure that students (rather than Parents), did the

projects,.Sugarland's committee required that all work ibe
done at sChOol:, To make this possible ,they arranged to
keePthe,,cafeteria open after school to 84ys a week for
half an hour each day. A Science,Fair Cominittee membgg
and parent and teacher volunfeep supervised the stude s
and took :attendance to find . out which students needed
reminding to work on their' projects. (No matter what the
hypothesis, if 'a studept-abandons hi's or ir r plants in the
storage room £4 tout weeks without wate?, they will die.)
During' the rest of thei.week the student projects were
stored in an unused classroom. Foe' the "next science fair,
the committee intends to add extra after-School work ses-
sions during the crucial first and final:weeks-It will also
offer additional help for younger students. (Onefirst grader
cried when her prdjea didn't work the way she thought it
was supposed to.)

Getting the Wbrd Qut
T rnmitteemembettin Charge of publicity really had-

he nagged to stir up school enthusiasm, 'and he
needed tie community know about the air. The
schOol menu and the parent/teacher newsletter re use-
ful in publicizing the fair and its, entry deadline amonA---
studentS and thiir parents. The committeealSo atiousc,1
interest in the fait by sponsoring a school-wide contest to

`pick a cover ,design for the program. Extramural publicity
was provided by local newspapers, wh.ich, were contacted
bdth when the fair was originally announced and again a
few weeks before Fair Night, with information about the
date, time, and place and an invitation to send photog-
rapher-reporters to co` zer the fair.

The Community Participates
Sugarland encouraged community involvement in the .

fair by inviting scientists and science-related businesses in
the area to set up displayswf their work and .product's.

Brian E. Hansen is an associate professor of English at the Loudon,' Campiiii#
\'orthern Virginia Community College, Sterling, and he served as secretary of
the Sugarland' Elementary School Science Fair Committee in 1981 -82. Photo-

graph by Ruth Larsen, Loudoun Times-Mirtor. Artwork by Marilyn
Kaufman.

4

Recruit five to seven volunteers (teacherstaest parents) who
have gOOd organizational skills and an interest in science to
serve on.the Science Fair Conimittee.

Set time and date of faiiAut five rfiorttlis after first cornL
inittee meeting: (C:liii'dite.v.vith prificipal3

Dralt science fair rules.(eintry deadline, sae imits' for display,
requirements for final report and log of ovations;com- ,

pletion deadline, judging-guidelines). Emphasize requirement
that all work be done by students: Urge, experiments rather
than reports.

Design entry form (name, project title, hypot is, method,
materials, places for student and parent sign ).

Make up-lists of suggested tophis. Check with t hers,
librarian, and science texts for ideas. }Ave separate lists for
noder and lower grades.

Draft cover fetter from principal introduqng fair and ex-
planning rules and schedule of after-s8lool wOrk sions:

Design final feport, form (student number, ct title,
sis, method, iiimmary of observations, con-

'tleave spacer Witudent's name 'because proj-
udged anonymously.

:grade, hypot
elusions). Doi

Jects are. to be

Design judge ' evaluation form (number and title of project
by grade, coxes for scores in each category). "

.
Organize school-wide contest to select cover design for
program.

Ask teachersto save their stuilents Classroom science work
to display.

Locate and reserve a wacant
work oda nWke their projects
up between,W k sessions.

Schedule parent and teacher volunteers to supervise the
alter-seho?1 work sessions.

Publicize (4elication deadline, nce, night, and,
after the fa taken *cc (3),th ers.,

Find judges (high school and college science teachers, district
science supervisors, professional scientists). .

Find commercial exhititors and professional science demon-
strators.

Solicit prizes ci; contributions to buy prizes.

Order ribbons and certificates for participating students.
(Some companies will print the event and school's name on

. se
Arrange buffet for judges and Swanstrators who may
-wen* through sinner before the fa pens.

Plan and type the science fair peogran

Plan arrangemept of booths to ditipw vienty of ro'crm for
spectators.

After .the f4r is over, send thank-you notes to parent and
teacher, volunteers, judges, and demonstrators.

et
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eects t
mpetitive Edge?

,I1Mommo,-

Bob Burtch

any science fairs are big, district-wide events and
most are highly competitive: Such fairs can en-
Courage and reward excellence, but they may not

do mOch for students who are not particularly giftedor
competitive. The science fair at our school is designed as a
teaching tool rather than a contest, and my aim is to
involve and enrich all students in my fifth-grade class. Proj-
ects are jiidged on a 10-point scale by junior high school
scierite and Math teachers. The- criteria include creativity,
the quality ofthe display, and the student's ability to explain
the principles involved to the judge. Although no prizes are
awarded'and an individual student's point score is:not maje
public, I believditat our science fair achieves a numbeAf
important objectives. Here are some of the ones for which
we strive:

1. Create science awareness among the students. Involv-
ing each student in a project which is to be on display
genetates far more interest in science. than a single
teacher, could ever do.

2. Encourage parental involvement. Many parents Help
their children with their projects.,I invite.this aid ask only
that, when the project is complete, students are able to
explain what they have done.

. 3. Remove the element of competition I have seen else-
where. Every student who' articipates in our fair receives a
certificate with a gold seal bearing thesc.hool insignia.

4. Interest the younger children in science. Until this year
when we outgrew our space, grades K-4 were able to visit
the fair to see what th$ big kids did and to get a taste of
science.

5. Give students experience in sharing. wort"( they've
done with others. Students explain their projects in class,
and many visit other classes to talk about their experiments
and projects.

Cur science fair has beentoing on for nine years now,'
ind most people would agree that it's been fun. Many ele-
mentary school students have been turned on to science.
(No one's ever been turned off j'ecause of losing.) Many
parents have gotten involved: And this year we had to
move to the junior high gym so,we'd have enough room. °,
What more could we ask?,

To any teachers interested in starting a science fair, I
offer a list of past topics that my Aden t/s found enjoyable: :

Bob Burtch is a fifth-grade teacher at J.B. Nelson Elementary School, Batavia,

Illinois. Photographs thethe author.

. .

Re'pripted fropri Science and Chihiren, Jaivary 1983, * NSTA



Comm' ents=on a science fair without prizes,
togqther with .tome prizeoltopics

'I- -

.

The Human Body
Teeth
the Digestive System
Tissue of Life
HoW the Heart"Works
BloOd
Can You See How You Hear?
The Anatomy of the Lungs
A Comparative Study of Bone Joints
The Kidney
How Does ExerciselAffect the Heart?
The Human Eye,
The Eye and Glasses: A Team for Better

Vision
Orthodontia
Effects of Smoking
Drugs and You 'I
The Human Body ,
Calcium, Iron, Vitamins A and C
Early, Man

Animals and Plants
flowers and Plants
bacteria

° Cheese
Spr 'uts
He Garden
Hou eplants
Car .vorous Plants
Life Cycles of Plants and, Animals
sees
dragonflie's
Silk Moths
Seashells-
Sharks anct Teeth
Fish of Fox'River
Amphibians
Frpgs
Chameleons
Snakes
Dinosaurs

10

1
Birds
The Incredible Chicke
Beaver Lodge and Pa
Gerbil Training
Guinea Pigs
Horses

The Earth and the Universe
Crystals
Rocks, Minerals, and Their Uses
What is Inside Our Earth?
What Pollutes Our Water
Causes of Faulting
Volcanoes
Caves
fralagmites
Glaciers Past and Preser;t
Clouds
Local Weather
WeotherA Fact of Life

.



Involving each student in a project
generates far more interest in science
than` an individual teacher could ever do:

"Effects of the Eerth's Atmoiphere
What' Are the Effects of Air on Eahh?
Sidereal and Solar Days
The World Beyond Us
The Moon
Planets .

Stars and Planets

ri-

r'iis
Electrical Robot
Electric MOtOr

. The Electric Cell
What is a Photoelectric Cell?

i 'TelephonesPast and Present
The Telegraph

14 ' The Speaking Telegraph; of Telespacen
. , k

The Solar System , t . Transistorized Rain Detector
Why Do the Planets - Rotate Aiound he Electrostatics !..,: .

Sun? -. .. How a Doorbell'Works.
s'::. 1 Burglar Alarill ,,-;,.w

Five-way RadiO,Transtniper

? P
giiiiransis;tor Diode RadioBuilding

,

-. s' ,K;....-re0qhing i es

4-,' Light:. 6
..,,-.;,..

Optical lusions n.
Reflections of li,ight fr a Mirror
Color and Light'.

.4
- r

iFVEA
KA

4e1

Physical Principles, Machines, and
Technology

Simple MaChines
Bridges
How a Canal Lock Works
Paper Recycling
Natural Dyeing of Wool'
Conductors
How Electritity Works

'Insulation
Good Conductors of Electricity
Electricity in a House
Electricdl Circuits
Uses of the Electromagnet

Grinding a Mirrci. for agkoflecting
Telescope 'I. "

Photography
Solar Energy s.

Solar Water Hedier
What is a Solar FUrnace?
Wind Power

11
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Hydroelectric Power
Physical Properties of Fluids
Fractional Distillation
Ph Factors '
Hydraulic Press .

Two-cycle Engintr*-
Fovitycle Engines
Atotnic Energy
Model Rockets
HOW an Airship Fliek
;Airplane Simulation
Apollo 11
The Apollo-Satiirn V Program
Piggyback in Space
Hot Dog Cooker
LED Communicator
A HOme-bUilt Geiger Counter

4t.

ititsttt

Miscellaneous
The Loch Ness Monster.
Chewing Gum
Graphology
IFO's, UFO's, and Astronomy
Pyramid Power
Inside aid Out of a King's TOmb
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Sci.enCe*.F:aits?.Why?,Wha.

5;40 Streng

"What's good for high school science is
*good for elementary, science!" Is it? The
attention given to science 'fairs at the
junior and-senior high school level has

` led to interest in and eniphasis.on hold-
ing fairs at the eleinentary school level.
This.trend has' led elepeutary educa--.
Jors to consider tbevalue of their use.

Opinionedifferas indicAled by vary-
practicey of to have or not to have."

. Those who have riot readied a. conclu-
sion would do well to recognize that
the elementary science" f4lir. should (a)
consider the nature acrd development
of theeleinentary'lchool child, and (b)
shOuld involve projects that serve thee.
highest ObjectiveS drscience education...

pils in a grade-schooklass may be sd-
ence oriented. Some creative, talented
children may not .have the patience or
persistence demanded by "scien,tific in-
vestigation." 9t

A fair amount ofeguidanceand direc-
tion for the child-investigator is neces-
sary; fOr the extent to which an ele-
mentary`pupil -can independently de-
velop a prOjeCt 'is.qutstionable. The
following criteria are desirable when

Cleciding if participation.' of childreC in a
science fair is-appropriate:

1. Only children with a genuine inter-
'est in a science prcrject and the initiative
to see it to completion without undue
adult prodding should be expected td
participate in a science fair. A science
project should never be a requirement
for a class or a necessity for a good
grade in science.

2. Any judging cif a' science fair pro-
ject or display should consist of helpful
comments and suggestions rather than

'comparative ratings dr prizes. If pro-
jects are shown in one place, the empha-
sis should be on the stimulus of shared
interests rather Than on competition be-
tween classes or schools.

Suitable Science Projects
Suitable science projects are those

awhich increase and direct a child'snter-
eSt and Competency in science.
while'prajectss are those which are prob-
lem-c'enterelWnd.in which the process is

Child Development
Studies suggest that, the elementary

child is curious; and that natural curios-
ity can be directed to scientific investi,
gation. Joseph H. KILN, a noted science
fair coordinator sRs.:' "Beginning sti-
enee interests peak at age .12; with,age

'10 now comin3;_a close second. Better
than 10 percent of :the nationally. rec-
ognized students are launched. toward

scientific future before they even
enter ktrideogarten.".

Although_ son'ie childli d interests
flower early, it is Importa t to recog-1
nize the differences in de lopmental
pattern's.. Als6, perhaps o y a few pu-

Reprinted 'from Srieilet, aridChihlreft, Febrw Ey 1966, 0 NTA

important=not those which center on .

showmanship or gadgetry. Some cate-
gories of appropriate problems for an
elementary.science fair area lib

1. Observation of the environment..
What kinds of trees seem to grow

,be our area? .

v4,

at living things may be found in a
cubic foot of garden,,so?l?

How.d6 some insects change as they
"grow up"?

These are the simplest types of prob-
lems, involving a study of the surround-
ings to classify and organize what is
there.
2. Demonstration of a basic principle of science.
s How does'electricity travel?

What causes erosion?.:
How does a machine make work

easier?
These are not really "research prob-

lems," for the answer is known at the
start. Their value is in enabling the stu-
dent to clearly explain a badic idea.
3. Collecting and analyzing data. .

Wh'at is the average October weather
like in our town?...:

,What isthe rate at which a pet drinks*.
water?

How does the number of seeds pro-
duced by different plants compare?

Is there a relationship between the
phases of the moon and the weather?

In this type of problem there is no
manipulation of nature by the student,
but there are directed and recorded

9



quantitative observations. This is more
specific than simple obstrvation, which
is merely descriptive. Computation of
averages, ratios, and rates; and perfor-
mance of other analytic processes will

...be part of this type of project.
4. Controlled experimentation.

What is the effect of temperature on
the activity of mealworms? .

What is the effect of the moon phase
,,on the germination of seeds?
!What difference does the kind of wire
ma'keetii_the resistance of an electric
cir LesilW:

iThis is the most valuable type of
problern from the viewpoint of under-

Student
Shuttle
Projects

Student research can 'go a long way
beyond the ,school, science fair. The
Space Shuttle Student Involvement Pro,
gram, 'sponsored by the National Aeio-
nautics and Space Administration and
administered by the National Science
Teachers Association, is an opportunity
for secondary school students to pro-
pose experiments for possible flight on
the space shuttle. Astronauts will con.-
duct the experiments on board, the

',shuttle if necessary.
, NASA and NSTA began this program

in "1980 to stimulate student interest in
science and technology. Eight projects
ilavealready flown at this writing, rang-

ing from "The Formation of Crystal in

standing science. It involves the use of
controlssituations identical except for
the one variable under considertition.
Quantitative aspects are surely implied.
It is apparent that the "answers" to
some problems (e.g.) "What difference
does the kind of wire meke?") are
known to scientists, but they will be
unl$own as far as the children are
concerned.

It isquite possible that elementary
_children may come up with some origi-
nal problerr'i?-to which answers will not
be found in the science text. In the exe-
cution of a project, ildren may make

I
N

A

the valuable` discovery that they do not
have suff'cient evidence for a valid con-
clusion. A cience projet which con-
cludes: "nil experiment does not show
any relation ip between A and B; more
eXperimettt are needed" may be as
meaningfu s Cone which comes to a
remarkably demonstrable "answer.

Shall we have an elementaolscience
fair? Only if careful consideration is
given td the nature and the needs of
students and to the objectives to be
accomplished! s

Evelyn Stirengls an associate professor at Texas .

Lutheran College, Seguin..,

a Weightless Environment" to "Convec-
tion in Zero Gravity." Two hundred
regional winners and ten national win-
ners are selected each year.

This competition is open, to all regu-
larly enrolled students in grades 9
through 12 in all U.S. public, private,
and overseas schools. The proposal
must be the work of an individual stu-
dent; though a teacher-advisor may
guide the direction of the work. The
project must be scientifically valid, it
must take advantage of theunique con-
ditions of the shuttle, and "the proposal
text can be no longer than 1000 vv- ords.

SSIP doesn't depend on elaborate fa-
cilities or sophisticated techniques. The

emphasis is on inquiry and the premium
is on creative thought. Students need
to communicate their ideas in an organ-
ized way, however. David McKay is a
teacher-advisor at Appleton (Wisconsin)
High SchoOl, home of twoational

He suggests "Proper format and
good clra4Vings. are important, and so
are good grammar; proper spelling; and
word'economy."

The annual deadline for submitting
proposals is February 1. You can obtain
entry materials by writing to StUdent
Space Shuttle Program, National Sci-
ence Teachers ASsociation, 1742 Con-
necticut Avenue,WW, Washington, DC
20009:.
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Science Fairsin the Eighth,
Seventh, or Sixth Grades?

A

JOHN KNAPP II

Associate Professor
Campus School.

State University College
Oswego, New York

WHILE decrying some of the
misuse of,. science fairs,

such as an overemphasis on gadg-
etry and competition, Streng (1) '
has presented a strong case for con-.
ducting science fairs for elementary
students, and has observed that the
developing of science projects can
capitalize upon the natural curiosity
of students aged 10-12.

The purposes of this article are
to comment on some of the prob-
lems voiced by teachers about con-
ducting sc rice fairs with middle
school chil ren, cite some advan-
tages of sci nce fairs, and offer a
list of simple experiments diat are
within the interests and intellectual

/ range of many middle school chil-
dren.

See References.

6

Objections to Science Fairs

Some of the most frequent reser-
vations to having a science fair
include:

I don't know enough science to help
my children with a wide variety of
projects.

A good science background is
helpful to a supervising teacher,
however, science projects which em-.
phasize process instead of content
can be overseen by teachers who
were nonscience majors.

/ don't have enough time to help
each child with a project, collect the
materials, check on his progress, etc.

This can be 'a real problem for
many teachers. However, individu-

Reprinted from Science and Children, May. 1975, STA

alizing science is not greatly unlike
individualizing math or reading ac-
tivitiesareas in which many teach-
ers have already found considerable
success. It is helpful, though not
essential, to have additional adult
supervision when children work on
science projects. Student teachers,
teacher aides, or college student ob-
servers can be rallied for this pur-
pose. Many of our college observer-
participants have found this to be
their most rewarding experience
with children. Even with minimal,
or no extra adult help.. children can
be led to develop meaningful proj-
ects with careful step-by-step plah-
ning on the part of the teacher.

Some of my children do not want
to do projects.



We give our children the options
of wsrking alone, in pairs, or some-
times in threes. This helps the child
who may be a poor reader dl writer
and feels he cart* "make it alone."
Very few children shrink from the
opportunity of "doing an experi-
ment of their own" if approached in
the proper manner. When presented
with project possibilities like those
listed in this article we have' never
'found a sixth grader, and rarely a
seventh or eighth grader, who re-
fused to participate in developing a
science project. When asked at the
end of the year to evaluate their
science units our children have ,
voted the Science Fair as an over-
whelmingly favorite activity.

My children don't know enough to
do a science project.

If teachers think of science proj-
ects in highly sophisticated terms,
they are probably correct. Bu nearly
all sixth-grade children "know
enasig,h" to set up add conduct sim-
plelExperiments.' Children will need
help in establishing i Fonsistent and
reliable experimental design. With
some teacher supervision, these tasks
can become meaningful learning
experiences.

If I conduct a science. lair' I won't
have enough time to cover the rest
of the year's work in science.

Some schools have more rigid
requirements than Others. However,
if one views independent thinking,
the process of stating a meaningful
problem, drawing up a procedure to
solve that problem, collecting data,
and drawing conclusions, to be im-
portant objectives of science teach-
ing,. then conducting a science fair
is an outstanding way to meet these
objectives.

I don't havevenough science equip-
ment.

Most meaningful science experi-
ments that children can do may be
done with very simple materials
which the children can provide.
Children delight in locating their
own materials:

Children whose projects do not
"win" may get turned off to science.

Do' not award prizes for science
projects, as Streng has recom-
mended. Our children =have en-
joyed displaying their projects on a
"Science. Fair night" when parents
come to see,,their work, but children
do not have to be provided with
awards for science projects any
more than for drgivings and paint-
ings in elementary art shows. We
do, however, present a Certificatp
of Merit to every who work*
alone, or in a group, completes his
projeci.

I'm afraid the parents will get too
involved and do the projects for
their. childrep.

This can be a problem, especially
when the esprit de corps runs high.
However, this can be averted by
requiring children to do all, or most,
of their work in school during regu-
lar classtime.

Advantages of Conducting a
Science Fair

On the positive side, several ad-
vantages can b( cited for conducting
elementary science fairs.

Science fairs are popular with
nearly all children.

This is true, providing of course,
illat a fair does not have rigid regu-
lations for entrants, unrealistic re-
quirements,' and fierce competition.

Science projects are an effective
,-means of stimulating a child's imag-

ination .and 'encouraging independ-
int thinking.

Helping children with their science
projects is a good way to get to
know them.

I have learned fascinating things
about my students=-the way they
work, their interests, etc.=that I
would never have learned during
regular science class activities. This
is fun for them and fun` for me.

-

Making- science projects 'allows for
expression of inaividual difference.i.

Faster workers can do more than
slower ones, and are not held back
by them. Children of below-average
ability, can effectively work on prob-
lems suited to their abilities. Wight
children have the opportunity to do
their utmost.

Science projects can be used to help
children learn some 'of the processes
of science.

While children work-on their own
projects they, at the same time, ob-

- serve others at work. Some of the
most important processes of science
a child can learn may come .from
watching other .children do experi-
ments.

Working on science projects can
cause genuine excitement in the
classroom.

A classroom full of projects-in-
progress looks, sounds, and smells
like a very interesting place!

Working on science projects can be
a profitable interdisciplinary activity.

In our middle school, where sub-
ject areas are compartmentalized,
English teachers and librarians have

e

Children do not need to be provided with awards

for science projects any more than for *drawings and

paintings in elem-entary art shows.

K.;
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assisted in some of the reading and
writing activity associated with the
production of. projects. Working on
projects can, and should, include
periodic "write-ups" or. "progress,
reports." This gives a -child a prac-
tical opportunity to develop and
apply reading and writing skills. In
addition, many projects have "social
studies" implications and may profit
from the aid of certain social studies
teachers or materials. (Our pips,.
for next year in ur middle school
grades 6, 7 and include expand-
ing our Science air into a Learning
Fair to focus on social 'science as
well as natural science projeCts.)

Science Fairs make for good public
relations.

gcience fairs are an excellent way
to draw adults into thf school.
A PTA meeting, Parents' Night, or
a special "Science Fair" Night that
is centered around student science
projects can bring out large
bers of parents, grandparents, and
other family. many parents like to
see something "tangible" that seems
to indicate their children are learn-
ing in school.

Types of Projects for Children

Many types of observation, dem-
onstration, and- collecting activities
can be made into science, projects.
Examples of these.are mapping and
naming trees in a particular area,
examining organisms in agilnit of
soil, illustrating how erosion'works,
or comparing the number of seeds
produced by different plants. 11)

While these activities may make
fine projects for young children, we
have encouraged most of our middle
school children (including many
sixth graders) to develop experi-
mental projects. This involves a

Jour-step process.
.

Identifying a Problem
Children are encouraged to iden-

tify a "bite-sized" problem for which
they don't have an answer. TO do
this, a teacher may provide several
examples of possible "problems."
Emphasis is made upon the fact
that this is the way many scientists
work. One person cannot do every-
thing; he must narrow down to one

What oes a mouse prefer .to drink

specific thing. Help children avoid
',undertaking an unmanageable task.
The child is asked to state the prob-.
lem in the form of a question that
can be answered. Hence the child
who wants to do a project on water-.
pollution may, through guidance,
arrive at a question like, "What is
the effect of a detergent on the
germination of radish seeds?" That
question is within reach of an answer
by a young scientist conducting a
simple, pranned experiment."

Identifying a problem and put-
ting it in question forms is usually
the most difficult part of doing an
experiment for,.-\a science project.
As much as one-half of your con-
tact time with a child during the
Science Fair unit may be spent in
helping 'him pose his question.

Determining a Procedure

How does the child plan to answer
the question? The described process
must be specific and include making
measurements of one kind or an-
ther. Example: 7I am going to

t e six babyfood jars and put ten
ra ish seeds in each one. Then I
am going to fill each half-way with
water. Then I am going to add
varying amounts of detergent. '. . .

The sixth jar will have no detergent
and will 'serve as a control. Each
day for ten cks I Will count the

Note that little mention is made of "library
research." With some exceptions, extensive li-
brary work to provide background for a specific
project (as is required in many high school
projects) is counter productive to a sixth grad-

. ers'impulse to "do." (Less so for seventh and
eighth graders.) As a readiness activity before

emp g a science fair, we have found that
"..,...;ifixth graders generally profit from "looking

trough" books of science experiments to get a
k eel for possibilities .for projects. Seventh and

eighth grade students may be directed to spe-
-- cific books by their science teacher or librarian.

Note also that no mention ts. made of the
word "hypothesis." We avoid "terminology"

1when simpler words do as well, or better. We
ask a child to "ask a question" thoat he can
tanswer" With an exrteriment.

.16

number of seeds that have germi-
nated. . . ." The procedure, written
out, serves as a map for the child
and a useful record for the teacher
who must, keep track of what is
going on.

Collecting the Data
"Dath" are the results of what

you can count,or measure. The child
is encouraged to collect and record
his data according to his procedure.
Dates, times, lengths, volumes,
things counted, etc. are all impor-
tant. Children can keep usable rec-
ords if they are shown why they ace
important.

Drawing a Conclusion
After the experiment is finished,

what has been learned? Is the ques-
tion answered? If not, *hat else
needs to be done? Conclusions can
usually be stated in one or, two sim-
ple sentences. Encourage the chil-
dren to be cautious in makingrcon-
elusions. Example: "In the jars
with more detergent, fewer seeds
germinated. It seems that the de-
tergent is responsible for causing
this because this is the only thing
that varied in the jars. ."

One of the big problems that chil-
dren have with science experiments
is experiencing so-called negative
results. "Nothing happened . . ."
"My experiment didn't work . . ."
"The detergent didn't have any
effect." Children usually have to be
led to understand that results of
this kind are often perfectly accept-.
able; and in no way indicate failure.

Possibte Experimental Projects

The following 4 a list of experi-
mental projects, written in question

. .

form, that many children between
10 and 13 can successfully investi-
gate.
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Note in the list that blanks appear
in places where specific information
such as a "type" of plant .(sIrch as
"bean") or brand name is required,
according to materials a child selects
to use.

.

leads to food. Through trial-and error the
mouse may begin to associate food with a
particular color. Rotate the curtains and food 5
so that the mouse does not learn to;asSociate
food with "place," etc.)

22. Can mice distinish between shapes?
(Similar to above but have 'different shapes
square, circle, trianglepainted in ,the same

1. . What is the effectibf de color on the curtains. One shape is associated

tergent On the",,gerininalidn of with food. As 'above, many trials may be

seeds? -4-,.4 required.)

2. What are,thedeffectsc-of different kinds 23. Which food do mealworms prefer? (Many

of detergot on'thelirmiriation of I experimebts can be done with mealworms
0-7

seeds? ,.-',',"% r which are chea'0, -clean, and convenient labora-

3. What are the :.effects of -4 tory animals. Place about a dozen mealworms

detergent' on' different kinds of seeds? in the center of a circle of different kinds of

. 4. What are the effects .of different tem food such as dry cereal, bread, a piece of damp

peratures on the germination of towel, etc. After: a. period of time count the
seeds? (Wravdifferent kinds of seeds . in moist number of mealworms at each food. Repeat

piper towelind'At them in a freezer, refrig several times.)
erator, oven;,: etc. fir(rying perjods df time.) 24. Can a child's vision be bettei than

5. Wkat.,are the kffects of ' '20/20, and if so, by how much? (Use the
n .

1 . Oa on termination of seeds? nurse's eye chart.)

. 6. Under which color of light do' ' , 25. Can people identify.. different kinds of

plantOrow best? (Use fastirowing- Jilants Kool Aid by taste alone? (Test many people

suChias:, beab or pea, put them: liv;conteiners white blindfolded.)

. and cover with' different cola ral a c- tiane; 26. What does a mouse prefer to drink if

but -allow for circulalion of air;11), given the choiceS? (Use milk, water, coffee,

1: .. : 7: What- are The effects of'-inrtafn house; alcohol, etc.)

0,: , 'hold chemicals (baking soda; sugar,. slti. etc.) 27. What are the effects of detergent on ,

'on the growth of pladts?'(Mix..: the growth of algae? (Put equal weights of
the "chemicals" with the soil, or pittkin kater{. algae collected from a pond or lake in small

ibg solutions.) .: . :',:: containers filled with pond water and left in .

8. Mat is the4flect of salt, op ' /.: .. the sun.)
plants}41tyse beariOr ..pta Wants, or varieties . 28. What are the 'effects of oil (detergent,

f s, ;This. is::iinplication for .the. winter etc.) on microorganisms found in pond water?

Of.,rdaelsIA -,: :' , . 29. Can children tell the difference be-

;elk 'type of mateciai -(sand, clay, tween dog food and human food? Which `do

4 ite, cot(op, eta. they prefer? (Grind up several dry cereals

ts.ogrOW 'best? .
and dry dog foods and have blindfolded, chil-

441.-rt db. Wfcat are the:effects of chlorine water dren attempt to decide which is which, and'

i My , plantq_(llse-Chlorine tablets. which foods taste best)

.A. Make water solutidnil:iii .varions..ttengths.)
. .

30. Dd adults and children agree on .what

' 'li-What. is the 'effelfef, '', is the world's greatest problem? (Have chil-

insioti let oil 4,"., 4,'-144, Plant growth? dren make up a list, show them some common
dl iki:tfriPseet4Oide solution in Atari- sense ways of collecting survey data, and have

or *0 cnstic*Ide to watering , them ask their subjects to rank the problems.)

s?iti ion
.,

31. What characteristic do children and
renrffabrits burn? (A adults consider to be most important in order

', urea' .*" to be popular? (Use similar procedure as in

_...'i ?it-. -. cal y most ab #30.)
.

4 '::1 .:,,t,
32. Which cheWing gum holds its flavor

longest? small unmarked6 pieces of the

molf same size. Drinks of water between trials...

hp
oil , '4 :,. , ., Wd consider the nurturing of a

le. akare the effects of growing
.-: ;.,plants in varying amounts of child's "reverence for life" to be ani ,

fillizer? .
important goal of science' teaching.

' , What are the effects of different kinds We attempt, at some length, to dis-
fertilizers on plants? courage cruelty to animals both in

'*i.ii.,., 18. In twhat liquids can and out of the classroom. To that
Seeds be germinated besides water? / end we usually have many animals

19. How does -homemade organic fertilizer /
such

,

a mice,
,

i
to commercial fertilizer in growing,' e rats, gerbils,

plants? ; worms, and fish in out: science class '-
. 20. What is the best amount of fertilizer tb to encourage proper handling of pets
give to -plants? by children. Projects which involve

21. Can mice distinguish between colors? the diets, climates, etc. should be
(One way of trying to test for this is to make done only by serious Students, and
curtains of different solid colors and put them
above openings to separate compartments in under close supervision by the

an experimental box. One of these openings teacher if at all. .

These ideas are examples of ques-
tions which can lead children
through some of the various activi-
ties of science process. "k--

Some Guidelines
We have found the following to

be important guidelines in conduct-
ing science fairs with childten:
. Insofar as possible, let each child

select his own topic, or pose his own
question. Children resist havillg to
make forced choices from lists.

Have the children make "progress
reports" Of one kind or another on a
periodic basis. This may be no more
than a couple of sentences,' but it
provides a ready check for the
teacher as to what a child is doing
(or thinking), and a gentle reminder
to the child of his responsibility.

As children design their own"'
projects, accentuate the pbsitive and
minimize the negative. Children
who can surprise' teachers with
flashes 'of originality can also be
weak in carrying out processes
which we consider logical. Encour-
age children to work up to the limits,
realizing what those limits are for
each child. -

Stress the importance of carefully
recording data in / a usable fqrm.
Stress also the need for clarity in
the visual presentation of a child's
project, pointing 'out that visitors to
the science fair must quickly be able
-to read and understand things that
may be unfamiliar to them.

Give children enough tint 'for
their workperhaps four to six
weeks in class--depending upon
how much time is available each day

eok s-up
Have students rank pieces froM best to worst.) '

14

Mir work in science.
Do not grade the projects but give

the children recognition and praise
for their completion.

Do not/ lose sight of ydur main
objectives as a teacher. The pur-
pose of the projects is_ not to dis-
cover unknown scientific truths, but
rather to lead children to, inde-
pendently use some of the prooesses
by which scientific information is
obtained.

Reference

1. Streng, Evelyn. "Science
Fairs? Why? Who?" Science and
Children 3: 104-105; February
1966.
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A Science.
Fair

Priscilla D. Kesting

sr

anlion science fairs are noth-
ing new to the American scene;
but confider a science fair de-

signed especially to involve young chil-
dren (pre-school to kindergarten). Our
science fair for young children offered
individual learning activities in which
university students .interacted with
young children, to help them discover
the world of science.

Our Early Childhood Education sci-
> ence curriculum class undertook the

project somewhat apprehensively. We
had never seen such a fair carried out.
But as we worked -through obstacles
and solved problems, our ,enthusiasm
mounted. The final product was
deemed highly successful by commu-
nity and students alike.

Here is one way to create a science
fairfor young children:

INHERE: A shopping mall, both ac
cessible and inviting to parents and
children, is a good choice.

WHEN: We contacted the promo-
tions.manager at the mall about two
months ahead of time to select a mufti-
ally convenient date. Choose a time
when parents can be with their chil-
dren. We selected a Sunday afternoon
from 1:30 to 4:00.

WHAT TO OFFER: Each activity se,
lected for the fair met the following
criteria: (1) children would be directly
involved, (2) the activity would take
five minutes or less, and (3) the mate-
rials needed were inexpensive and plen-
tiful so that all children could partici-
pate. All in all, we offered about 25
different activities. (See list.) We re-
served long folding tables on which to
display experiments. A supermarket
loaned us the square containers used
for delivering milk; these we inverted
and placed in front of the tables for
young children to stand on.

HOW TO ADVERTISE: Submit a
description of tie fair to local news-

Kesting is Associate Professor in Early,
Childhood Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout,
Menomonie Photo by Kathie Behrs.

papers and radio statiorls. Duplicate
fliers for posting on public bulletin
boards. We advertisedin grocery stores
and all around the mall about a week
in advance. In addition, we provided
fliers for every kindergarten student in
our area. (Packets were made up, taken
to the public school administration of-
fice, and distributed through the dis-

\-*ict's regular delivery system to the
s'Ichools.) We, also supplied/ fliei=s to
some nuisery-school and day-Carestu-
dents, including those who attended
our. school's Child and Family Study.
Center. .

THE DAY-OF THE FAJR: Our stu-
dents arrived about 45 minutes early
to set up the fair. Tables qere placed in
a rectangular shape so that \children
could move easily from one activity to
the next. Large "day-glo" lettep spell-
ing "Science Fair!" decorated the mall
walla Colorful posters made by the stu-

dents hung in front of the tables to. I
advertise the activities. Strolling
among the tables, children carried the
results of their experiments on styro-:
foam trays and paper plates..

-

RESULTS: Young children, parents,
grandparents, and students made excit-
ing discoveries about otfrworki.

Splence Fair Activities

xing colors
erprinting

Plenting grass In egg shells
Sink 'n float
Will it roll or slide? (fun with rolling and sliding objects)
Planting marigold seeds

II, Feely box (matching shapes)
Balloons which stick without glue (fun with static electricity)
Making peanut butter
Popping popcorn
Shadow fun ,

,

Sounds of water (water of various levels in soda bottles)
Chemical garden
Water Changing the way things. look
The clev clip (genies with magnets)
Optical it ns
Keeping r dry, under water using air pressure (paper in in-
verted glass lowered into water) ,

Telling raw from hardcooked eggs without breaking them
Smell and guess (identifying substances- by smelling)

,, Weighing air (experiments with a scale),
Shake and match (matching and identifying objects by their sounds)
sandpaper fun
Making heat through friction

Reprinted from Science and Children, April 1981, 0 NSTA 18 15
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SPECIAI
LD Children Learn What-They Can Do

1E FAIR,

Jeannie Rae Rice

It had been at least seven years singe
my school had had a science fair.
Late in the fall I asked my al

if I could organize arid sponsor a sch of
science fair for my class and, the other

,students 441,grades four through six.
My main concern would be to get as
many students as possible to follow a
project through to completion so they

*could.experiencethe reward of display-
ing their work. She immediately gave
het perr.tts5ion 0. pporfr

All of this sounds tairly routineWS
the way special activities usually get
started in an elementary school. How-
ever, my students are learning disabled.

Profile of an LD Class
My 16 boys and 1 girl, aged 11. to 13,

have reading abilities ranging from be-
, ginning first grade to high third grade.
Their math skills are jz)mewhat higher,
while handwriting and spelling skills
vary but are generally low. According
to intelligence test scores, these stud
dents have at least average potential,
but they have not achieved at the same
rate as most of their peers. They have
been placed in my class in order to
receive special and individualized in-
,struction.

The behavior and attitudes of chil-
dren with learning disabilities have
been described as impulsive, distract-
ible, frustrated, stubborn, disruptive,
defiant, obstinate, and extremely disor-
ganized. One word I would never use
to characterize my students,though, is

Jeannie Rae Rice teaches learning-disabled students in
the Metropolitan School District of Wayne Township,

Indianapolis. Indiana.
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"unmotivated." Of course their motiva-
tion varies according to the activity at

' hand, but when their interest has been
roused, they really get into gear. For-
tunately, my explanation of a science
fifir induced every member, of the class
to decide o enter a project.

Shifting Attitudes
During the three months our school

was involved in the science fair, I no-
ticed some important changc,
own students and in other students and
the faculty.

Learning-disabled children have dif-
ficulty getting along with one another
in group sitqations. They are easily
,frustrated and tend to argue and be-
come angry. Much to my surprise, how-
ever, this did not occur when 'my stu-
dents worked on their science fair proj-
ects. I must stress the significance of,
this change in behavior. Naturally it
improved the quality of their work for
the science fair, but it also demon-
strated to meand to themthat they
could control themselves and cooperate
to solve difficult problems.. , '-

While my students' perceptions of
what they could do were changing, the
attitudes of other students towards my
class were also shifting. At the begin-
ning, most of the other students in the
school had little infOrmation about
learning-disabled children. They only
knew that my students were somehow
different, and they usually called ours
the "dummy class." I, of course, was the
"dummies' teacher." But during prepa-
rations for the science fair, the percep-
tions of some of these other students
began to changg. They found it difficult
to understand how a "dummy teacher"
ecould run a science fair and why she'd

Reprinted from Science and Children. Janut-y 1983, 0 NSTA



By taking part in a science fair, some students
may be able to excel for the first time.

4
_want _to,_The_ fact .that seemed to be
doing a good job created a. halo effect
that was important: as my image began
to improve among students throughout
to so did the image of my stu-
dents. For the first time, members of
my, class began to develop friendships
with other students.

Many teachers were is uninformed
as their students about.ihe limitations
and the capabilities of le4iping- disabled
children. These colleagues often viewed
students in my class simply as behavior
problems. This misapprehension is not
-,ecessarily the fault of the teachers,
since ,many of them finished college
before courses in special education and
lea'rning disabilities had become part of
the curriculum. Today, inservice pro-
grams are gradually helping to inform
teachers about the nature and the
causes of learning disabilities. Our
school science fair was an important
step in shOwing my colleagues how
much such children can accomplish.

A Sense of Accomplishment
I initiated our science fair with one

goal'to have my students complete
and display science projects. However,
as preparations for the fair progreSsed,
it became clear that my, students were
learning more than I had originally
imagined possible. I was curious about
their perceptions of what they were,ac-
complishing, so I asked them. Here (in
their words) are some of their replies:

learned how to make things
learned how to work together
learned about electricity
met deadlines
had to be responsible (if you, mess

up, it's your own fault)
made stuff and did things usually

too lazy to do
helped others
did things you didn't know' you

could do
found out what you could do and

could not do.

writing reports _about _your project
helped you learn things

My students had no doubt that
they'd learned some valuable lessons by
participatihg in the. Science fair and
neither had I. In fact, it seems to me
that several important academic and
personal goals can be accomplished by
involving learning,disabled children in
a science. fair.

LD children spend most of their
school day developing language arts
and math ..

are taught when
k,,1,. Science, health, and

social studies
are available and when there is me left

fiat erials

in the day. A science fair gives these
students the opportunity to become
actively involved in learning science
without struggling through textbooks
too difficult for them to read.

A science fair also allows the teach-
er readily to combine science with other
subject areas. Even though science con-
cepts are stressed, language arts and
math skills are naturally involved and
are easily integrated into the part of the
school day devoted to preparations for
the fair.

It /is vital for all studentswhether
enrolled in regular or special education
classesto learn to work together in
groups. Science fair projects provide a
good opportunity for learning-disabled
children to develop a variety of social
skills.

By taking part in a 'science fair,
some students may be able to excel for
the first time. The first-prize winner in
our fair was a sixth-grade, learning-
disabled boy who reads at the middle

' first-grade level. Aiker many years of
failure, he, proved' to himself, and to
others, that he can wiii.

Having regular and special educa-
tion students share in the same activity
gives teachers a chance to understand
the strengths, weaknesses, and learn-
ing styles of all cyldren. SinCe P1.94-
142 (the Education of All Handicapped
Act) has mandated that special students
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he educated in the environment that is
most appropriate for them, it isimpor-
tant that teachers .in regular classes
come to understand the learning-
disabled students who might be main-
streamed into4their classrooms. But,
even if a teacher never has an LD stu-
dent in class, an understirding of the
real nature of the problem canLhave S. .

positive effect on the titudestof stu-
dent, in the class.

For me and my students, the school
science fair was an extremely satisfying
experience. Of the nine winners chosen
by outside judges, four were from my
learning-disabled class. And, while get-
ting prizes was exciting, equally impor-
tant for my students were the intangi-
ble rewards of embarking on a joint
enterprise with others, seeing a task
through to completion, and discovering
within themselves capabilities of which
they had .not been aware.
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JIM EBERT .
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Planning a
Science Fair

IS YOUR district planning a science
fair for students? Are you won-
dering what to do and how to go
about it? Five elementary schools in
the Elk River District, Elk River,
Minnesota, faced the same situation
and all involved survived in
excellent shape! The science fair will
be a popular item on the annual ac-
tivities list as a result.

Planning
the Fair

Bruce Pearson, district
coordinator, 1975-76
Elk River science fair

My enthusiasm for our fair began
with a positive experience. When
my son Scott entered the science fair

-'in the Anoka District adjacent to
Elk River, and I saw what that fair
did for my chil , I could not resist
sharing such involving activity
with the inte mediate students of
our own distr. t, where I teach. .

The plann ng stages involved ad-
vice and exp rtise from the Anoka
District people. I convinced the ilk
River director of' elementary educa-'
tion and elementary adVisory coun-
cil that the expenses and work for
the fair were worth the anticipated
benefits.. Once, the plan was ac-
cepted, the search began, for a co-
ordinator at each school to lead a
local science fair and help organize
the district fair. Each coordinator
and a representative from the ad-
ministration joined me frequently
for meetings during the several
months ilkolved.

It was crucial to give students an
early start on their projects, as much

compiled from several viewpoints by

JIM EBERT

Science Teacher
Rogers Elementary School

Elk River District
Aogers, Minnesota
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as three raonths before their school
fairs, we first believed. This time

t, span was too long; interest waned.
A month prior to the fair is prob-
bly sufficient.
We used the official entry fprmst4

and permission slips to alert parents
to the upcoming event and the desire
to keep it a student's fair. The intent
was to have students participate on
a volunteer basis, but when so few
entered, several schools made enter-
ing a requirement, a recommended
technique for others trying the
science fair idea for the first time.

S :hoots I the lunchroom,
gym, tm library areas for their
school fairs. Senior high science qtu-
dents served as judges. Their science
teachers selected them to provide a
judge-to-project ratio of about 1:8,
which was adequate. The judging
criteria emphasized "doing science"
with fewer points for the "art"
aspects of a projec.t. All students
were recognized with awards of
some king. Certificates of achieve-
ment were presented to every_ stu-
dent who entered. Discipline prob-
lems were kept to a minimum as stu-
dents were required to remain seated
during the judging'.

Superior projects were invited to
the district fair and their creators
received patches to sew on a jacket
or shirt. Grades four, ive,rsand six.
were separate classifica ns as the
students advanced to district
competition.

At the district fair honorable
mention, excellent, and superior rib-
bons were presented at each grade
level. Each project was judged by
three separate judges, assigning
points, Enough calculatbrs to
tabulate results are a necessity! (See
accompanying chart for judging
criteria.)

There need to be more ways to.
help teachers turn student ideas into
projects, guiding students toward
scientific experiments rather than

.."book report" projects.
An awards ceremony was held

where winners were called pp to the
-stage to receive their ribbons. Even
with a major snowstorm brewing
Outside, a number of parents made
time enough to watch the "grand

'finale!" We had a large number of
photographs takenlo be used for

Reprinted from Science and Children, November 1976, NStA
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SCIENCE FAIR QUESTIONS

. ' .

A project is usually begun by asking oneself a ques 13. Why ark multi -stage rockets used to launch
tion to which an answer is pursued. One, keeps records setetlites -
of all the experiences and 'experiments encountered In . 14. , What causes a satellite to stay in orbit? \ .

' securing an answer to the question. Some examples of 15. Why are mirrors Such good reflectors of light?
project questions are listed below. 48. Howe much better do some common materials ,

reflect light than otherg?
17. Where does the motion In motion pictures coma,

1. , What causes mold to grow bn bread? from?
2. Where can we find molds7i . 18. How can the developing of films and the printing of
3. How is sound Obtained from a phonograph record? pictures be done at home?
4. How can electrIcitycreate magnetism? 19.-, How do thermometers work?
5. Why are coastal cities warmer in winter and cooler 20, rhat is the basic composition of water?

s. in summer than inland cities at the same latitude 21. Now can we measure the altitude of stars and
and elevation? planets?

\ 6. -low does one-reada weather map? - 22. How can. we measure the amount of moisture in the
7. How are we af fected by dust and smoke in the air? air? .
8. How do large balloons differ from blimps and 23. To what extent can. the behavior of white rats be

dirigibles? modified?
9. How does a jet engine work? 24. How can a tomato pia/ be grafted to a potato

10. How does burning gasoline make a car move? plant?
.- 11. What keeps an airplane in the air? 25. What does a ni.tclear reactor look like and what is its

12: Why are rocketb used in space flight? function?
.

publicity and for motivating stu-
dents next year. The local weekly
newspaper gave a full page to a,
story and photo Coverage of the
event.

The last step was a debriefing
meeting with the committee, to
make a final report and discuss ,ways
to improVe the next fair.

Getting Projects
'Started

Marcia Krech, -science
teacher, Elk River district

During the' first 'year, students
were required to enter a project.
This requirement acted\ as a great

. advertiser to parents. In larger
schools, however, it would proceed'
more smoothly if the fair were on a
voluntary basis. Enthusiasm was
undiminished, even in these cases
where there was ,less than 100 per-
cent involvement.

We started working on the proj-
ects in December and worked
throughlanuary. Of course, it .in-
volved hard work . . . but everyone

thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The
students who complained most
about the proiect being required
seemed to be jhe most enthused at
the end. Now a group of students
takes me aside to discuss next year's
science fair. Sixth graders feel
cheated because they won't be doing
another project.

4 Getting Ready

Each student was asked to fiJl out
a form detailing the project to be
developed, something that required
a "basic question" such as "Can a
rat learn?"

Once a student found his Or her
question and planned how to-answer
it, the rest was relatively easy. Some
students worked with partners,
others alone.

l'What are the parts of the eye
and how do they function?" The
girls who chose this project - re-
searched the eye parts and func-
tions. Their project consisted of
enlarged drawings of each eye part
with a short paragraph about its
function. They made an eye model
by painting on a large plastic foam
ball, using flags to label the parts.
The project won a blue ribbon at the
science fair.

"Can a rat learn?"' Several
groups from different schools re-
searched this question using ham-
sters, white rats, Or mice. The
animals were timed from beginning
to end of a. maze and each trial
graphed. The entire sequence' of
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trials was analyzed to see if the ani-
mal shortened its "tra*I time" and
therefore "learned", soniething.

Information-only quetstions can
be taken on by studelts not yet
ready to conduct exper-°
iments. Fourth -"graderst did more
library work anti children in each
successive grade did more demon-
stration projects: The first year was
a trial and error time to both'teacher
and studeins.

A three-panel board connected
'with' hinges or tape works well for
displaying a project. Heavy duty
packing tape was used with success.
The' panels had. to be self-
supporting. Most of the students
could scrounge large cardboard
boxes from 'the local furniture or ap-
pliance stores. White or colored but-'
cher paper or construction paper
was fastened on for backgrounds,

A SUGGESTEb READING LIST
Barr, George. Research Ideas for

Young Scientists, Whittlesey House,
McGraw-Hill Bbok Company, New
York City-1958.

Moorman, Thomas. How. To
Make Your Science Project Scien-
tific. Atheneum, New York -City:
1975.

Stepp, Ann. Setting Up a Science
Project. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle-,,
wood Cliffs, New Jefsey. 1966.

Webster, David. How to Dd a
Science Project. Franklin Watts,
Inc., New York City. 1974.
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quest sand the que 'Kiva letteredon the
center panel either in writing or in
cutout -letters. The panels on either
side were used for charts, graphs;
drawing conclusions, and reports.
There are 'a lot of books available to
help inspire questions leading to
original science projects.

A Word From
the Students

Jeff Sebeck

Joel Goergert

We intended to build a project
together, but the first attempt
didn't work. The next day we both
came back to school with a tele-
graph. We didn't want to build that
either, but we discovered that we
could only put one project in the
fair.

We botfi liked the idea of building
a radio, and started to work -on it at
once, but no matter how much we
tried it wouldn't work. Joel stum-
bled over a transistor projects book
and decided to build a battery
chargercor his project, and ago give

g)

it to his family fOr Christmas. It
took him three days to make it.
JOEL: I brought all the parts and

soldered them together. Then
.1 made out my reports and
printed a couple of photo-
graphs. It was fun, but there
was a lot of competition and
I wished that I would win. I
even pulled a wishbone. Jeff
was using an oscilloscope for
his half of the Project and
soon we werejealous of each
other.

JEFF: Things were unfriendly for a
whil'e. Soon we made up and
were friends again. We both
made it to the district fair,
and we took first place.

Debbie Loftus
I was going to do a science fair

project on cars and how they move.
Then I got some inspiration from
my dad to do something on eleva-
tors.

Fir'st I read all the books I could
find on elevators, then 'drew a pic-
ture of one, ,made reports, and took
photographs.

On the day of the fair.I was very

nervous, but I was ' glad I had
decided to do a project. Then it was
time fof judging, The first judge
came and I told her how elevators
work. When the second die came I
was so nervous I could hardly talk.
Then came the third. He wasn't so
hard to talk to.

I even received enough -points to
go to the 'district fair! Science fair .

night there was another ordeal, but I
go most of my same judges, so it
wasn't as scary. I think that the
science fair was really good and you
learn a lot from everyone.

Chris Larison
I watched all the people making it

radios and lots of other Things. At
'first I was designing a radio station,
but that did not work out.

As the science fair came closer, I
was in the darkroom printing some
pictures, and thought, "If I'm so
good in photography, why don't I.
do my project oh photography?"
That' was 'a' week before the school _-

science- fair. I took pictures, made
my display, and wrote a report. I.
was selected to go to the district fair,
and in spite of the long afternoon
and the snowstorm, it was' a blast!

. . ,

SCIENCE FAIR JUDGING CRITERIA

,STUDENT'S NO
JUDGE

CATEGORY (Circle the proper rating) , Fair Average Superior

1. s the project attractive, with readable lettering, etc.? 1 2 3 4 5 ,

2. Are student's data expressed ilia scientific way? 1 2. 3 4 8 9 10

(Charts, graphs, & photographs)

3. Does the student have one or more explanationsaccom-
panying projector can he explain procedures for collect-

1 2 3 4 5 . 6 9 10 .

. Ing data?

4-.-- How well-does-the student understand his project?-- 1 - -__ 2 3 4 5 6 77 -8 9 10

5. Did the student actually answer his basic question? 1 2 3 4

__
5 6 7 . 8 9 10

.

.
GRANDIOTAL (45 points)

. .
JUDGE'S COMMENTS:

20 2 3



Organization:
the Key to

Success

a

Arthur G. Rundle

After, observing and working with
numerous science fair in the past five
years, I have discovered that the suc-
cess of the fair depends upon how well
the' chairman has planrfed
tion. Alt'hough science fair
the spring, planning' mu
in the schOol year. Clow we
work is handled can determine the
cess or failure of the entire fair.

e opera-
are held in
begin early

this -early
c-

The Chairman
A science fair chairman usually is

chosen by the principal at the begin-
ning of the school -year. He or she is
normally a person with experience in
conducting the activity and is familiar
with the, hazards of last-minute plan-
ning. But, too often the coordinator
waits until the last month to imple-
ment the plansthus jeopardizing the
chances for a successful fair. This pit-
fall can be avoided if the chairman will
give consideration to the planning im-
mediately. after his or her assignment
to the past. This article lists details and

-:proCedures to help the chairman insure
a smoothly operating activity with less
work from start to finish.

Early Organization
Staff Meeting: A general briefing

early in the year for the benefit of new
faculty members is needed. Survey
critically the science fair of the pre-

vious year and consider possible chang-
es to create an improved fair.

Application Forms: Prepare a form
listing the requirements to enter the

'fair. The form should include such
items as category of entry (biology,
chemistry, physics, earth science, and
general science), number of electrical
outlets needed, and table space needed
(dimensions).

Publicity: Plan the posters and fly-
ers for school use, and plan on distrib-
uting public announcements to local
newspapers and radio stations. A se-
ries of flyers should be sent out by the
publicity committee. The first flyer
should include details about dates,
rules, and prejudging instruction/9.

Judging: Prepare standards
j

for judg-
ing and provide tallies. Recruit' judges
and instruct them in their duties and
responsibilities. Some judges are leni-
ent and others quite strict; therefore,
they should be instructed to juc.....1e./

t .

alphabetically.
Guide Servic: Plan to have guides

greet visitors at the door, give them
programs, and lead them into the exhi-
bition area. (Again, the Science Club
members can help.)

Refit''sliments: -Provide refreshmercts
for judges and Aaculty members on all
days of the fair. Selling soft drinks Can
provide an income to offset the cost of
the fair.

Awards: Purchase, these before the
rain Have evaluation forms for each
project.

Floor Plau: .Praw up a tentative
floor plan when the number of pro-
jects and industrial displays is known.
Some fairs are in one large exhibit
area; others use several rooms. A large
School may want to confine the indus-
trial displays to the gymnasium and
use .the classrOoms for the various
categories, e.g., chemistry projects in
the chemistry room.

consistently.
Exhibit Area: Be sure to arrange Project Selection

sufficient space and provide equipment Teachers-should-be -sert-tbat-stu--
for each exhibit according to subject dents choose projects within their ca-
classification. Plan a committee to clear pacity and That they 'submit outlines
the area after the exhibition. (This is for the construction of their projects.
often done by Science CIA members.) Submit a list of possible projects to

Programs:,Tfle subject cards can be students to give them an idea of 'what'
printed and arranged according tcfcate- .is expected.
gory, grade level, number; and name Most chairmen find that some screen-
of applicant. List the industrial displays ing of projects i! necessary to insure

Reprinted from Science and Children, February 1966; c NSTA 24 .21



that science activities are adequately
represented. The number Of projects
in the lair will depend upon school
enrollment, size of exhibit area,and
space required' by the industrial

. displays.
.

Industrial Displays.
Most chairmen find that a good in-

dustrial disPlay will encourage interest
in the fair. Industries that welcome

-Ake chance to display their education
actiities include telephone,companies-
and local manufacturers.

arly planning and communication
are the keys to good industrial partici-
pation. Prepare a form letter with the
following' information: (1) dates and
time of the fair, (2) eduCational objec-
tives and purpose of the fair, (3) regu-
lations on the amount of space or type
of display,. (4) name of the school co-

22

ordinator and telephone number, *(5)
time to set up and take down clisplay..
Include a postcard forvexhibitots to
indicate the-amount of space atf4urrt-
ber of Outlets they. need.
Calendar of Events

The Week Before: The week preced-
ing the fair is naturally an active Orr,
During this time call a final mecting to
make' last = minute assignmefits..Most
chairmen .find that a- two day fair is
enough time.- Weekends ate usually
ideal, because the fair can be set` up
Friday in timefor.,the entire student
body to view the projerts and displays,
before going home. On Saturday morn-
ing, the judging can take'place, arid the
exhibits can remain open,Saturdaj, af-
ternoon and evening.

Operations During the Fair: Assign at
least.one teacher per exhibit room-foi-
each hour the fair is in progress.

4

2

Teacher supervision is needed because
of the value 'of most exhibits and,
more impoetant, as A source of infor-
!nation fo'i students, industrial person-
nel, and 'visirots.
; Close of the .Fair: A well-organized
Work crew should make sure that all
equipment is put away and the,exhibit
area is clean.

Follow-up Recognition: Photographs,
and write-ups should be made availa-
ble for local newspapers and the school
Publication. Arrangements for press
coverage should be made before the
fair opens. A description of the top
projects and the more interesting indus-
trial displays may make the best report.

t

'Arthur G. Rundle is. a science instructor for
the Stongville (qhio) City &hop! System.
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Nancy Cramer

science ,fair: project is an act
celleht v3ay to get studentse(i0;.,
volveck in 4-lands-on sience., but "1

success lies cin :careful Artilql
preparation. If the 45 suggest. ed
here are folioW'6d, sued',
guaranteed.

1. Start -with materials ,d
hand. A lot of, time and ener b

.

wasted looking for Wart,I40-;gefrt-mat
rials. Use parer4 as'reSource Arsons
for how-to ideal and everyday O5jecsts..4,
Other sources of 'ideas 4gence
and Children, basic s'iienceteXts, experi-
inentNdea kits, trade bo and
radio:commercials; f6.od

, labels; cleaning agents,,1**Oace4U i
cies, Aick-of cOurse.-.kuelitfdlis
ideas trOM students. sy

,2. Gettipvtarted .rest part,
Decide which hranalonclence to ern--
phasio; Look through: the suggested
sources for ideas that interest all of
you...Then search Qut more speCifiC-
sokirces &information.

S. If this is yOurfirst icience, fair pr -`3o-.
or,early February,- allow at 'least eightject, begin with an ihvestigation already
weel4 for Completion.'Sera target date'planned, Expand it by adding variables.
at..ieast two weeks before the actualRepeat thet.inVesfiiation severalX016
scienceto see if ife,iame: results occ!', 1 fair or completion of the .pro-

4.
..'Y

jectgs... Offering'a sneak preview of the4. Outline the-projebori:.&
, have students the schedule and projects at a parents night or other

event :stimulates useful comments.brainstorm ,illearoitheft, have students
6. glIthis is your first (air: yourmeet in graivs of four io pursue'lhe

self i'd.,one or two class prx, ects,.,Afterprojects. Don't assign students to work
experiencing -success with a' your iri-ptairs;if one is abseht, delays result.

up more projects. A.ntakitnumMore than four in a group tends to be :
df:lkprojects per class is desirable: Bet-

5,
many to keep all students involved.

ter to db. more with fewer projects than5. If you begin the project inlan'uari
--spread yourself and students too thin.

7. Keep all notes and papers in large
folders or envelopes, marked appropri-
ately. It is better to collect toomuch
data than too Don't throw any
information away until after the event.
Once the fair is over, impbrtant papers
on be saved, and the rest discarded,

Fifteen Suggestions

Iromer is a Sixth GeiidesTeaclifi of Wes-:
entary School in Kitiisis. City, Missouri

Over the last 15 years. At has sponsored nearly 90
. . science projects, many of them award .winners. She

.91so teaches a graduate class on Skience. Fair Construcl.

P..4ionLat the University of Missouri-KOnas City. Photo
hg the author:

l

to
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8..From the start, keep parents in-
formed about the project. Parents are .

pleased to learn that their children are
involved and usually enjoy helping with
the activity. Parents can supply special
materials, take students to the library,
or serve as resource pers. You
need parents to transport projects
the fair and remove them when the fair
is Over. . .°

9. Be certain students do all of the
printing and drawing. Before final cop-
ies ate made, go Over everything,- check- .

ing spelling, grammar, punctuation,
content,' and clarity. Always involve
students in this process; it serves to
reinforce language arts skills.

10. Avoid using fancy lettering, bor-
ders, or elaborate pictures. Do have
neat, accurate charts and graphs. Be
sure the backboards are large enough
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to display necessary materials. Large,
empty cardboard boxet used'for televi-
sion. sets or washing machines can
seive as backboards and are lighter and
easier to carry thap,vcren backboards.

11. Decorate the backboards using
coniplimenta*olors 'with accent col-
ors ferhorders-and lettering. Avoid too

, many colors or too lrnuch deCoration. If
tt is appropriate, give the project a

fcatchy titlg: Otherwise,Arestate the hi,-
pothegis as a short, 'simple title. For
accent, cut paper strips and frame each
title., This is neater than printing onto
the background paper. Also strips are
easy to rernove if an error has been

I made. Use rubber cement 'instead of
glue for the same reason. Be certain
charts/graphs, and tilles are lined up
straight, Crooked tool( messy and
detract:from the diSpIdy.

12. If possible, schedule work %ego,
jects during the part of theday yfeel
best. Stop work when pupils are tired;
bored, or creating problems. If all is'
.going Well, extend the work, period.
Always remember: science fair projects

"'require hard k and commitment,
but they shoulaISIso give students feel-

, ings of enjoyment, satisfaction, and
accomplishment.

13. If an experiment fails, don't give
up. Find Out why. These are sometimes
the Most interesting projects for stu-
dents.

14. 1 permit students to do only ex-
perirnental projects, not research; Col-
lections, or models. Setting up experi-
ments, coNcting data, interpreting te-
sults, and assembling it into a project is
the purest ,fOrrp of science. During
such study, each child is truly a scientist.

15. Begin prEparing for a fair 'now.
Motivate pupils'early, talk about a num-
ber of ideas, and then get busy. The
rewards will, truly outweigh all the
hard work, frayed nerves/and mes'sy
classrooms.
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RULES .

ENTRY AND EXHIBITS
1. Interested students must enter proposed proj-

ects for preliminary selections by individual schools.
Schools will arrange judgings for competition in
their respective areas.

2..Contestants chosen to represent their individ-
ual school in the Baltimore Science Fair must submit
a Special Entry Blank to Mr. R.J. Weiss, 1927 York
Road, Timonium MD 21093 (561-1055), on or
beforeiMarch 10, 1983. If entry blanks are not
received by this date; exhibit entries, will not be
accepted. Entry blanks will be supplied to science
teachers not later than January 24, 1983. .

3. y the contestant may work, on bisexhibit,
which must be =brained in his name. No one may
enter more than one exhibit. . .

. 4. All exhili t be durable and safe. Mcttable
parts muse mly attached. Where deemcal
equipment the display must operate on
110-volt al ung current, single phase. Each such
exhibit must be provided with at least ten (10) feet
of extension cord with popular style parallel, or male
plug. Battery operated circuitmeea not be so treated.
Plants must also* watered by the exhibitor. The
University will not provide outlets tie facilities for
running, water, gas, or compressed air for exhibit
positions.

5. Live, warm.blooded animals, dangerous chemi-
cals, open flames, explosives, ioironbrs reptiles and
aracidr may not be exhibited. If your exhibit
invo ft.. any type of animal experiment, your appli
cation will be reviewed by a Science Fair special
committee. This spicial committee is charged with
the responsibility to ensure that all animal experi-
ments have' been conducted in accordance with

Did Billy Gene Do Th

Stephen A.' Henderson, director of the Model
Laboratory School, Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, recently wrote S&C with comments .

on a big science fair question.ED.

Having,,s6pervised hundreds of proj-
ects, directed many fairs, and judge
scores of others, I'm very familiar with
the question, "How much of this work
did the.student do?" It's not hard to see
'why teachers ask it, but the importance
given this question may cause us to
ignore one of the greatest benefits a
science project can offerthe oppbrtu-
nity for childand parent (or other adult)
to work together to produce a project
in which both can take pride. This mes-
sage was made even clearer to me when
one of our elementary teachers received
the following letter:

This is to certify that Billy Gene per-
formed all workmanship on his Solar
Water Heater project himself, with a--
vice but no other assistance except that
noted. The measuring, sawing, drilling,
pairiting, soldering, screwing, and hamc
mering are all his handiwork. Through.-
out the project he has been required to
explain the basic principles involved.
While he articulates therri poorly, l am
positiVe his understanding is thorough.
(We' didn't discuss finer points such as
refraction, wave lengths.)

If his project merits an award it might
encourage him in further study. How-

is Project Himself?

ever, my greater motivation in the sev-
eral projects. we hate worke.d on is not
blue ribbons but promotion of his al-
ready keen thirst for knowledge. Close
scrutiby will reve many imperfections,
but the project is 11 darn good for an
eleven-year-old. Ithout this letter I.
feared you might think the project done
for him, instead of by hirrj.,A lesser pF

-ect would not have challenged him." "'
Granddad bent the tubillg .(he tried

first), drove one stubborn nail, cut the
plexiglass, and soldered one tube to the
bucket (to demonstr ;te technique). Billy
Gene dicrthe rest.

I codfess to too much advice in helping
him condense his volumes of poster mate-
rial. He had accumulated enough pages
of drawings, tool and material listsidata,

'principles, and conclusions to nearly pa-
per a wall of your classroom instead of
make one poster. If time were not run-
ning out, I would have advised less.
Sincerely,
Eugene Spurlock (Granddad)

The letter reinfprces my feeling?
about adults' helping with science proj-
ects. This eleven year old probably
learned more science as he worked with.
his grandfather than anyone could have
taught him an the classroom. Perhaps
more important, the experience deep-
ened a family relationship that will last
a lifetime. Hurrah for science projects,
willing kids, and granddads!

International Science and Engineering Fair Rules
and Itegulationi,'411 with a view toward humane
care and treatment of animals. Should this special
ccititinicteedeteripicie that your animal experittienc.
Viblires ISEF iulii4"'Yriti may be disqualifiba
asked to withdraw your exhibit.

6. Exhibits may consist of a demonstration model,
an experiment,a working mechanism, or of charts,.
diagranis, or collection's with a scientific objective:
These must be no larger than'30 inches deep (front
to back) by 48 inches wide (side to side) and no
higher than 12 feet (floor to ceiling)thus meeting
National Science Fair specifications. No backing or
rear display board of any kind will be provided for
the exhibits. Tables at the local fair are slightly less
than 3:feet deepf, and it is suggestedthough not
requirec" Idiat exhibitors construct displays like a
miniature stage with three sides and a floor.

7. Neither name of exhibitor nor name of school
shall appear on the exhibit before or during the
judging. A number will be 'assigned each exhibit for
identification prior to the judging.

8. An official label for nail* of exhibitor, age,
home address, school, and name of teacher will be
mailed to each exhibitor upon receipt of entry blink.

9. Each exhibit must include a completed Sum.
mary of Exhibit form prominently displayed with
the exhibit. This form is a single page containing 1.

/Title of the exhibit; 2. What the exhibitor intended
to accomplish by the project; 3. Steps taken in the
preparation of the project; and 4. Conclusions
reached. This form must be typewritten and may not
contain the students name or the name of his or her
school,

10. Exhibitors will be respoUs' ible or setting up,
and removing their displays.

11.A student who has previously won Division I
first place and attended the International Science
and Engineering Fair will not be eligible again to
win first Ogre. However, he or she may exhibit and
be eligible for other, awards.

More Science Fair info from S6C

1. Ebert, Jim. "Planning a Science
Fair." Science and Children 14:30-32,
November 1976.

2. Kesting, Priscilla D. "A Science
Fair fdr Younger Children."Science
and Children 18:11, April 1981.

3. Knapp,' Jolin. 'Science ,Fairs in
the Eighth, Seventh; or Sixth

1 Grades?" Science and Children 12:9-
12,.May 1975.

4, Rundle, Arthur C"Organization
-LKey to a SuccessfUl Science
Fair." Science and Children 3:13-14,
February 1966!

5. Streng, Evelyn. "onCe Fairs?
Why? Who?". Sciea e and Children
3:11-12, Febuark 1966,
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A SCIENCEPROJ
Gail C. Foster

Mention the words "science proj-
ect" to a teacher, student,,or
parent, and You'll probably

provoke reactions ranging from delight
to aversion. More than one elementary
science teacher has been confronted
with wails of "oh, no, a project!" when
the assignment was introduced.. And
more than one (if he or she is honest)
will admit to harboring occasional
doubts about the value of doing science
projects.

The problem may be that people
involved in working with science proj-
ects sometimes forget what the projects
are supposed to accomplish. The pri-
mary purpose is to encourage students
to think critically and .to investigate: A
successful project has given its creator
a chance to observe, infer, measure,

la identify, classify, hypothesize, experi-
ment, manipulate variables, and inter-
pret data.- It has helped the student

i learn how to learn. .

Guess What?
Science projects often cause difficulty

because they appear out of nowhere,
like a rabbit out of a hat. And children
are supposed to be able to do a project
just because the school is having a fair
or because the teacher says that a cer-
tain percentage of their science grade
depends on it 'It's not that easy. Chil-
dren may not have the process skills
needed to do,hich a project. They lack
extensive practice in observing and
making inferences, and they may not
even have participated in any simple

'S

Gail, C. Foster is h science teacher at the Energy
Management Center, Port Richey, Florida.
Artwork by Darshan Bigelson.
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group projects. Requiring a child to do
an individual project without this expe-
rience is like introducing the alphabet
and then expecting the child to write a
novel. -

Just Pick .a Topic
-Selecting a topic -and identifying a

problem are undOubtedly the most dif-
ficult parts of doing a science project.
Common approaches include having
children write down several "areas of
interest" or pick topics from a list of
time-honored favorites. If these meth-
ods don't work, children may be sent
off to the library or media center, where
they find "cookbOok" experiments and
then organize them into the form the
teacher has specified. At best these
approaches are artificial; at worst they
cause children to work on topics. in
which they have no real interest.

A more productive approach is to
introduce studentsearly in the school
yearto the idea of asking questions
about the world around them. Asking
questions shouldn't be too hard, should
it? Consider children% natural _curios-
ity.: "Why do balls bounce?" "What
makes a radio work?" "Why are leaves
green?" "What do spiders eat?" Unfor-
tunately, as Lazer Goldberg notes,
children seldom ask such questions at
school, so you'll need to get them
going.(1)* Set the stage for questioning
by taking your class outside or gather-
ing them around an aquarium, an insect
zoo, or a learning center: A bulletin
board with a new display could serve as
a focus, for questions. Talk about things
you might have wondered about. Do
ant lions turn into anything else? Will
spiders eat dead insects? Does salt water

'See References.

boil as rapidly as fresh water? How
does soap clean things? Will certain fish
react to seeing themselves in a rilirror?

Children respond quickly to this
approach and begin contributing ques-
tions of their own. Explain that some
questions can be answered by investi-
gating while others cannot, and give
some examples of both. Select some
questions and have the children tell
how they could. find the answers. If
time permits, groups could design sim-
ple investigations to' answer simple

LooX-rn8
At Objects

Thromli.
Waler Irlisecf
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questions. And be. prepared for addi-
tional questions that arise from obser-

. yation. For example, if children have
experimented and found that' they can
lower the temperature of water by
adding baking soda, they mayhave new
questions that need answering: Will the
water freeze if they continue to add
baking soda? Will the temperature of
hot water drop the same number of
degrees as that of cold water? Will
adding baking powder lower the tem-
perature? How about yeast?

Creating Excitement
Once students are accustomed to

posing thejr-own quelions, you can set
the stage for selecting4 topic and iden:
tifying a problem( using the same ap-

, proach you employed earlier to stimu-
late students' curiosity.

First, assess your class's attitude
toward science projects. If students
seem less than enthusiastic, blitz them
with attention-capturing activities: try
optical illusioris, "eyeball benders," mys-
tery boxes, Mixtures and fluids,cuzzles,
tangrams,, and magic tricks. Contests

&Dig
nlith Oner
/ .7racipolas

\ Frogs

that poseWoble4;ns with many possible
solutionitcawbe_. particularly stimulat-
ing. (Who can figure out the best
method -for floating an egg?) You an '
find suggestions for such contests or
activities in Joe bruscato and Jack
Hassardrs The Whole Cosmos .Catalog of
Science Activitiis (Santa Monica, Calif.:
Goodyear Publishing 77).Co.

. You can also arouse c it by hav-
ing studentscontribut a &assrooin
resource center. This resource 'center
might include

a mini-museum of interesting items
such as shells, galls, lichens, seeds,
magnets, magnifying glasses, a
thermometer, batteries, wire,
bulbs, a stethoscope,-a tuning fork,
balloons, candles, a funnel, a com-
pass, pulleys, balls of various sizes,
a gyroscope, a prism, a paper air-
plane, convex and concave lenses,
marbles, a stopwatch
-a bulletin board with a word -and-

does
Air Take
up Spaee?

(Conserving
Water

;picture collage depicting subjects,
..that might spark ideas

.. a d4lay"of advertiseinents for
competing prOducts and the con-
tainers the products- come in to
encourage .comparisons
interesting books and magazines
like Insects, Optical Illusions, Ranger,
Ricr's Nature Magazine, National Geil-=
graphic World, 3-2-1 Contact
lists of familiar places, people, and
things that might inspireltour stu-
dents' investigations:

per4onal interestshobbies,
pets, or- leisure -time activities

home under -the sink; in the
ref4gerator, pantry, garage, or
yarlir

-neighbirhoodschool grounds,
parks, vacant lots

storesgrocery stores, drug-
stores, bookstores, malls

peoplefamily, friends, class-
mates

mediatelevision, movies, radio,
newspapers, books, magazines.

Crystal
Farmatton

Pressure
Wa-t er
Pressure

pa,c,ayi
M8tgria
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Help for the Perplexed
In spite of all this, some children will

need additional sugions.sHelp them
arrive at topics by gm. ng brainstorm-
ing sessions, where class members con-
tribute ideas and post the results for
pondering. Or organize a Student
Advisory Committee for Perplexed in-
dividuals.

If .a few children are still without a
problem to investigate, you can fall back
on teacher-child conferences, lists of
specific projects, or a collectiOn of -ex-
periments.

What Now?
When a child is ready to state the

problem for the science project, he or
she needs a brief conference with the
teacher. In most cases you only need to
help the child narrow the -propem to a
question that can be answered by ex-
perimentation. Let the child tell you
what he wants to find out. You may
need to help him simplify or.reword the
problem, but resist the impulse to tell
the child what he wants to know. Sim-
ply ask: "What do you want to know?"
and "How will you find out?"

Before beginning an experiment, the
child should be able to express exactly
what he is trying to- find out (the-prob-
lem) and how he plans to find out (the
method of investigation). Theoretically,
the child should find out as much as
possible about the problem through
observatiorf and research. However, if
the child actually researched the prob-
lem thoroughly, ''there would be few
investigations because most answers to
simple questions can be found in books.
For an elementary school child, then,
research should be highly specific and
brief. (One side of one page will suffice
tfor most projects.) Sources may include
audiovisual materials, interviews, and
brochures, as well as encyclopediaiand
magazines.

Table Talk
When your students are about ready

to settle on their topics, use the chart
above to give them practice in narrow-
ing broad topics to specific problem
statements and verifiable hypotheses.
Work through the first four topics on
the chart with the whole class. After
each problem statement, ask students
to design a simple experiment that
would answer the question.

By the time you have presented the
fifth. topic, students should be able to
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Trying Thhigs Out
.

.

1 iWith a little practice, your students can become accustomed to locating topics, posin
_questions, hnd formulating hypotheses: Discuss the first four examples below as a clas-s.
Then, have students work together to fill in'the blank columns in the last six items.

Topic. Problem Statem t Hypothesis

1. Coilserving water Do Aowers take less water
than tub baths?

_ .

Showeri take more Water than tub
baths. - r;

2. Heating thing_s Do thiek liquids boil as fast as
thin liquids? ...

The thinner the liquid/ the fister it
will boil.

3. Balls that Lunce .Will more air make a basket-
ball bounce higher?

If air is added tq.4- basketball, then
it will bounce ,higher.

4. Ant lions

'

Do ant lions on_ly eat ants? If a worm or small insect other
than an ant is dropped into an ant-,
lion's holelhe ant lion will eat it.

.1. Vision Does eye color have an effect
on pupil dilation? -...

6. Rusting

.

Iron nails rust more quickly in salt
waterthan in fresh water.

7. Soil ' Does water soak into some kinds
of soil faster than others?.

.-...

8. Plants
z.

.

9. Solar heat
and color .

a

10. Hearing

proceed with the rest of the chart indi-
vidually or in pairs. After students have
completed the chart, present them with
a blank chart and ask them to fill in the
whole thing. (They night do this indi-
vidually, in pairs, or as a group.) Stress
simplification. The simpler (and there-
fore more manageable) the problem
statement and'hypothesis, the less..dif-
ficulty the student will have completing
the project.

A successful science project should
begin with wonder,and foster wonder.
As Cornell professor Verne Rockcastle
says, "After all, science is not a subject;
it is a way of looking at the world
around us. GoOd science teaching helps
children develop ways of finding out
what makes things happen, and what
will happen if ...."(2)

References
1. Goldberg, Lazer. "I Know the Answer,

But What's the Question?"Science and Chil-
dren 11:8-11, February 1979.

2. Rockcastle, Verne N. Some Basic Philosophy
of Good Science Teaching in Elementary Schools.
Atlanta: Addison- Wesley Publishing Com-
pany, n.d.
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SCIENCE FM

A Primer for Parents

ffst month Science and Children presented
a series of science fair articles for teachers and
science fair committees. This month we are fol-
lowing up on the topic withitn article aimed at
another group interes0 in the ins-and-outs of
science projects parents. You might want to
send this article, or a letter .of your own, home
with students the next time they are assigned a
science project.

Linda Hamrick .
Harold Harty

0 dds are that sometime during
your child's elementary or mid-
dle school years, he or.she will

be involved in some type of science fair
project. And, if fair guidelines permit,
you're probably going to be involved,
.too. But don't panic, because you know
more than you think you do. Common
senseand the recollection of your
own experiencestell you that doing
the project over a reasonable period of
time, instead of cramming it into one or
two frantic nights,' is essential to its
success and your sanity. You also prob-
ably know that working on a project
with your child can be a source of im-
mense satisfaction' to both ofyou.

NaturSlly, some questions about lo-
gistics remain, but we hope the guide--

intSis

Linda Hamrick is head of the science department
at The Canterbury School, Fort Wayne, Indi-
ana. Harold Harty is an associate professor of
science education at Indiana University, Bloom-
ington. Photograph by Charles R. Hamrick.
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lines that follow will answer many of
them.

Getting Acquainted with the Project
First, be sure you are familiar with

any guidelines for the project that have
been set by the teacher or fair commit-
tee. Usually this type of information is
sent home as a bulletin to parents, and
you might tape the bulletin to a wall or
refrigerator door so it doesn't get lost.

Help your child to allow .plenty. of
time to do the project. Begin at least
four weeks before the deadline, and, if
the school allows more time, take ad-
vantage of it. Try to set aside time
every other day or so for work sessions.

Reprinted from Science and Children, February 1983, © NSTA , 3 2

SUMMAR'

,CONCLUSIO

It's a good idea to make the sessions
fairly short (about '20 minutes): This
will allow for slow but steady progress.
It will also. accommodate the limited
attention span that children usually
have and ensure that each encanter is
pleasant rather than tiring.

Don't get hung up on details. Chil-
dren often become very worried about
small points, like choosing a paint color,
and spend a disproportionate amount
of time trying to m4ke up their minds.
Usually the decisionlis so hard to Make
because there is no right or wrong
answer. On the other hand, if your
child is puzzled,about what seems to be
an issue of substance or of size limita -.
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4.tions, for example, a quick call or note
''.to the school can probably take care of

things.

Scientific Approaches
ScienA projects, whether construct-

ed for Classroom display or For competi-
tion, share certain basic charActetistics.t
This is the case because all seek to fol-
low the scientific method in the way
they approach a pro lem, and all Make
use of inductive reas ning.

Inductive reasoning is a tool used by
scientists and means simply that the
investigator bases conclusions on an
examination of the data that lie or she;
has gathered. A simple example would
be an inductive investigation of wheth-
er mammal hairs are- all alike or
whether they cliff& from animal to
animal. The inductive approach would
require gathering hairs from mammals
that were handy family members,
'pets, cooperative friendsandlooking
at them witha microscope and perhaps
drawing pictures of them before com-
ing to a conclusion.

The sicientific method involves-four
steps: forming 'a hypothesis, designing
and describing the, method of investiga-
tion, gathering and analyzing data, and
drawing cOnclusions. The hypothesis is
A statement that will either be provell
or challenged. Teachers sometimes urge
children to 'ask a question inst d of
stating a hypothesis, but ans ring a
question does not always requi e scien-
tific investigation. At any rate y defin-
ing the purpose first, the child can see
what information he or she must seek
in order to draw conclusions.

Next comes the description of the
method, a statement of how the inves-
tigation is to be carried out. It paves the
way for the actual investigation and
foilces the child to think ahead of time
about the investigative plan of attack.
The information gathered during the
investigation is called data. After the
data are collected, they need to be tabu-
lated or diagrammed to facilitate their
analysis. From the data, the child will
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confirm or,challenge the hypothesis or
answer the question asked. Thus, the
project comes full circle to the question
that started the adventure.

Setting Up the Maley
Once the project is completed, the

next step is to set up a display to show
il-Je coarse of the investigation and ex-
plain its outCoine. Three-panel displays
are the most common, both because
they are free-standing and because they
accommodate "themselves nicely, to the
divisions of the child's investigations.
Three sides of a cardboard box will do
the job well. Soliggest that everything.
be blocked to first with pencil. Then,
when the display is in its final form, a
felt pen can be used. The top of the left
section is a good place to write 'in the
hypotheses or scientific questions the
investigation sought to answer. The
lower half might carry a description of
the methods used in carrying out the
project. The right-hand panel can show
the investigator' ame, grade, and any
other required in rmation. .(Perhaps
this is an appr riate time for you to
consult the school bulletin you posted
op. the refrigerator.) On the same panel,
your hild might put his or her conclu-
sionswbut only. those based on the
data. Opinions just do not count, no
matter how sure the investigator may
be. The body of the data or a model can
be put on the center panel of the dis-
play. Try not to get, possessive about
the project at this point. (Or at any
other,, for that matter.) Let it end up
looking like exactly what it is the begin-
ning work of a youngster investigating
the use of inductive reasoning and the
scientific method.

Finally
Both of you will probably feel con-

siderable satisfaction when the project
is completed. But, if the project is to be
entered in competition, your child may
also be wondering how successful it's
going to be. This depends, of course, on
the criteria on which it's to be judged.

Some fairs publish their Criteria, and, in
this case, you'll probably find them on
the refrigerator with your other science
fair information. Otherwise, try check-
ing the project against the general cri-
teria we offer. (See Box.) They will give

,noes if represent: red` study and et?-:
fort?
Does it make appropriate conpari
sons?
Does it form . condgsiioons basedvitly
on the data gathe ?
Does the project show that the is
familiar with the tepic?

. DOei :the 'ed..: denionitrate some
id --the .

a high :cifilee
ntp the:degree

MPlishnient
Student's Age leifel?
Is #iii*ject prinnuily the
the; cldld? POeS:if- give ;that :-itnpreil4".:.:
Sinn?: =

ThOi t'tnighisegt
aj: Does the project tell * complete

Are all the parts "of-the.
done,: including the 145'01- 510144#1;
The ..OraUpresentation?

Tedinkil Skill
Is the project physically soundl
durablY constructed? Willit itand'nitt;
trial wear :and tear?
Does' the project show effort and:darta,-..-;
Manship by the stildeni?

Clarity
Are the labels clear, correct; and 'easy'
to 'read?
lithe objective likely to be understood
by one not technically trained,in the
subject area? ,

Does the project attract attention ?:
Is attention sustained by the project ??
Is attention focused on the objective?

3



you and your child an idea of what
modifications, if any, ought to be made
in' the project.

As part of the judging process, yotird
child. may be asked to explain the proj-
ect to the judges or to present it to the
class. Those in charge usually try hard
tomake the presenter,feel comfortable
in this situation, but a dress rehearsal
might beta wise move. Simply encour-
age your child to go through the proj-
ect as if explaining it to someone totally
unfamiliar' with its purpose and devel-
opment. Start with his or her name.

Then give the title of the project and
explain how interest in it was first
aroused. The.child° might then simply
talk his or her way through the project,
step by step. The more comfortable
your child is, the easier it will be not
simply to read from the project write-
up.

'Undertaking a project for a school
show or competition can be a.daunting
prospect for young children, especially
if they are expected to work without
the teacher's constant guidance. A little
preparation, however, can assist a par-
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ent in reassuming the role of guide. We
hear much today Axil the value of
individualizing education, and it's impor-_,
tant to recognize the part a parent can
play in this process. There simply is no
match for the parent-as-teacher in work-
ing with youngsters, and there can be
no more fitting place for learning to
occur and no more loving individualiza-
tion to be found than at the hands-of a
concerned parent. Not only does learn
ing occur; lut the opportunity for shar-
ing is enhanced, as parent and child set
out on the road of inquiry togethef.

Ci
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Science F
rStudents Measure Up?

' Bernard W. Benson

Joy A. Kerby '

Barbara A. Wofford

Kathryn B. Biggs

The importance of accurate measure-
ment in science tannot be overem-
phasized. We decided to investigate
_kwhether this principle is being sde-
4uately stressed in science teaching.
In particular, we felt that science fair
projects would provide a reasonably
accurate reflection of current science-
teaching practice and a good "yard-
stick" with which to assess the extent

Bernard W. Benson is UC Foundation Pro-
fessor of Education and director-of The Cen-

ter for Environmental/Energy Education at
the University of Tennessee at.Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, TN 37402. Barbara A.
Wofford is assistant professor of curriculum
and ipstruction at the University of Tennes-
see ahattanooga. Joy A. Kerby is Itiner-
ant Teacher of the Gifted for Hamilton
County Department of Education, Chatta-
nooga, TN 37402. Kathryn B. Biggs-

tenChes fourth grade at Anderson Elemen- .

tary School, Dixie County Schools, Cross
City, FL 32628.
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to which-metrication, in ,particular
theiternational System of units (SI),
is b Adopted in our schools.

In his list of criteria for judginfav
science projects, Stedman [31 statilIF
that the science student should at-
tempt, as much as possible, to quan-
tify data by measuring, timing, deter-
mining mass, and recording changes.
The judging guide for the 30th In-
ternational Science and Engineering
Fair [11 stipulates that accurate data
collection is of primary concern in
evaluating projects. Many science fair
'projects, however, are non- investiga-
tory, in nature; they stress the con-
struction of physical models, hobbies,
laboratory demonstrations, or report-
and-poster projects: [21 Even so,
there are elements within these non-
investigatory projects that are capa-
ble of beipg measured, and science
fair judges can properly .expect such
measurements to be made and re-
corded.

To measure or not
In this study, re surveyed the extent
to which measurement in general
and the SI System in particular are
being taught, as reflectedin the Use

of measurement, in exhibits at two
consecutive regional science fairs.
(We appreciate that the samples were
small and drawn from a limited local-
ity, but some ,of the observations
seem to be of interest nevertheless.)
Three judges collected data indepen-
dently using the same method. In the
junior high school exhibits (grades
6-9), an 86.8 percent level of agree-
n'ten t was obtained among the
judges; agreement in the senior divi-
sion was 81 percent. The judges eval-
uated exhibits according to the crite-
ria specified in Tables 1 and 2. Junior
and seniorifigh school exhibits were
evaluated separately.

Reprinted from The Science reacher, February 1981; NSTA
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Table 1. Measurement in science fair projects--gluidor Division .

Description of measurements used - A 1978 1979

1. Project not quantifiable
2. Project not quantified 1

3. Customary units only ,
4. Metric units only

A. SI conventions primarily
S. Not SI conventions

5. Metric and customary mixed
6. Metric plus customary equivalents

. ..

percqnt
. 32

8
37,

15
1

4
3

.
percent

15
42

.

0
4
2
4

-

Note: The number of projects In 1978 was 75; In 1979, 52 .

Table 2. Measurement In science lair projectsSenior Division

Description of measurements used 1978 .. 19'79

,
1. Project not quantifiable
2. Project not quantified
3. Customary units only
4. Metric its only

nventions primarily
B. Not SI conventions

5. Metric and customary mixed
6. Metric plus customary equivalents

percent
18
11.

32

37
2
0
0

percent.
15
24
24

19
6
6
B .

II

Note: The number of projects in 1978 was 44; In 1979, 34. . ,

The first two categories in the
tables ("project not quantifiable" and
"project not quantified") identify the
percentage of exhibits that were qual-
itative in nature and the percentage
of exhibits where quantification shot/id
have been, used, but was not. Ideally,
of course, no projects should have
been classified in category 2 ("project
not quantified").

Projects were classified in the cat-
egory where they seemed to fit best;
no project was classified in more
than one category. The remaining
categories are self-explanatory. Some
customary and non-SI practices ob-
served appear in Table 3. Excluded
are the most common customary
measurements, such as inches, feet,
and ounce,, -or b quasi-quantitative

terms, such as a pinch or a small'
amount.

As Table 1 shows, the number of
non-quantifiable projects in the ju-
nior high schools we studied de-
creased by 17 percent froin 1978 to
1979. However, there was a concom-
itant 34 percent increase in. the num-
ber of projects that could have applied
measurement praCtices, but did not.
Although fewer projects used only
customary units in 1979, none used
primarily SI conventions. The trend
in junior high schools was toward
some improvement in topic selection;
a sharp decline in the use of SI con-
ventions; and a dramatic increase in
ignoring quantification of any sort in
both project methodology and data
enumeration.
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awing the same 2-year period, we,
saw a 13 percent increase in the
number of projeep in the senior high
schools where quantification was not
used, even though appropriate. Sim-
ilarly, the exclusive use of SI conven-
tions declined. In general, senior high
schools. exhibited the same trends
that the junior high schools did. The

- only positive tendency at the-senior
high level was an increase in the
'number of investigative-type projecfs
that require process skills, including
measuring.

Smith [2] reports a dominance of
non-.investigative projects in science
fairs. He asserts that such projects
run counter to science teaching's pri-
mary goals, which focus on critical
thinking; inquiry, and investigative
skills.. For this scarcity of projects
reflecting the dynamic nature of sci-
ence, Smith blames the judges' falli-
bility. Judges, he says; are often irri7,
pressed by enciclopedic knowledge
in a subject," or by a neat and well-
organized presentationof a tried2
and-true scientific principle. -He fur-
ther suggests that the prepoqderance
of non-investigative projects in sci-
ence fairs is, in part, a direct result of
judging biases.
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New-trends
Two of the authors of this article
-have served as judges in local and
regional. science fairs where they
have found that the importance of
investigative project design has been
emphasized. Furthermore, it has
been their experience that 30 percent
of the emphasis in judging criteria is
on scientific thought. Local officials
have repeatedly encouraged judges
to be aware of sound experimental
design rather than of a flamboyancy
of presentation. -

Apparently, this emphasis has pos-
itively affected project design. As
demonstrated in Tables Land 2, proj-
ects in the regional fairs studied
,have become more investigative in.
natare. Students are using experi-
mental-type designs more frequent-
ly; generating hypotheses; recording
observations; and drawing infer-
ences. Student use of quantification,
however, is often conspicuous by its
absence. "Plants grow taller when
fertilized with 'XXX' rather than
with 'YYY is an acceptable general-
ization, but it should be based on an
enumeration aod analysis of quanti-
tative data expressing the concentra-
tions of 'XXX' and 'YYY'; the amount
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Table 3. Some customary and non-SI
practices

Observed practice SI convention

Centigrade
BTU
Weight

.(ref. erpount substance
621/2C

50° F
11/2 cm

CC or Cu. cm.
721,632-00'
21 ml.

Celsius
Joule

Mau
62.5° C
10° C
1.5 cm
cm 3

721 632.06
21 mL

and frequency of :XXX' and 'YYY'
applications to each plant; and the
plant's growth per unit of time.

What we found "most revealing in
this study is not the anticipated lack
of metric usage but the total failure
of many students to quantify data
collection at

The trend toward metrication in
the United.. States, sparked by the
Metric Conversion Act of 1975, has
not become reality and is not likely to
do so soon. [41 Unfortunately, the
lack of popular support for metric
conversion in consumer matters has
'not helped promote stabdyi SI us-

812

age in science teaching. 'Clearly, the
'science teachers or the 'students
whose projects we assessedand
who are, therefore, inditectly in-
volved in this studyeither dot
support the exclusive use of SI s an-
dards in science fair projects, or are
unaware of these standards. Fur-
thermore, students do not appear to
have'a clear understanding of the
role of quantification in investigative
science activities. ms,

Photos courtesy ISEF
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INWCT1NG

OBJECT1MY INTO

SCIENCE FAIR
JUDGING
Use of a standard evaluation
form reflecting specific criteria
may help to clarify science fair
goals for both students and
judges.

Harvey Goodman

Many science fair evaluators have suf;
fered at one time or another from the
nagging feeling that judging is, at best,
subjective and, attworst, borders on
the a rbitrarya sad commentary in
light of the tremendous amount of
effort that students put into their
projects.

A major part of the problem un-
doubtedly lies in the fact that we have
not well defined the goals,of science
fairs, nor evaluated how these coin-
cide with the broader goals of science
teaching. In a recent article in TST, for
example, author Norman F. Smith
pointed out how few projects are in-
vestigative, involving students incrit-
ical thinking and science processes.'

. Most awards, he observes, still go to
traditional "library research and
poster rojects.

Anot er factor that may account
for the su jectivityof the judging pro-
cess is the lack df availability of objec-
titre criteriacriteria so designed that
a judge evaluating a project in a spe-
cialty Other than his own could arrive
at a conclusion that is at least compar-
able with that of other members df the
judging team.

Traditionally, judges are asked to
evaluate students' projects according

"Why Science Fairs Don't Exhibit the Goals of
Science Teaching," by Norman F. Smith, The' Science
.Teacher 47:22; January1980.

Harvey Goodman is an assistant principal
and,supervisor in the biology department at
Grover Cleveland High School, 2127
Himrod St., Ridgewood, NY 11385.

to a scheme th'at looks something strated understanding of the scien--.
the following: ''"re tific met hoddMethodology.)

Apparatus anctequipment were ap-Creativity (30 points)
Logical Thought (25 points)
Thoroughness (10 points)

kill (15 points)
Clarity of Presentation (15 points)
What is the likelihood that two judges
usinLthis scheme could arrive even
appicodthately at the seine point value
for a project? How helpful are these
criteria to a student planning a proj-
ect? How is creativity to be eval-
uated?

Usually, when one evaluates a proj-
ect, one has (or should have) some
criteria of a different sort in mind.
What one reallyis looking to see is, for
example: whether the project really
reflects the problem statement;
whether the hypothesis arose from
adequate background reading; wheth-
eflhe procedures used were appro-
priate for the problem; whether the
observations were acc.irately record-
ed and appropriately displayed;
whether the apparatus was appro-
priate for the experiment; and wheth-
er further research problems were
suggested by the project.

How can one get judges to focus on
these criteria (or whatever standards
are decided on)? I would suggest that
we begin by drawing up standard eval-
uation forms which reflect the values
of each fair and which direct the eval-
uator's attention to specific elements
of the project. The format might look--
something like the following:

Science Fair Project Evaluation Form

0 = Cannot make a judgment
1 = Poor
2 = Fair
3 = Satisfactory
4 = Good.
5 = Excellent

Rank each of the following based on
the rating system given 'above:
The problem was clearly stated.

(Problem formulation.)
Appreciable time was evidently spent

'searching for and reading scientific
a rticles;(Background reading..1

Background reading was appropriate
both in quality and scope. (Back-
ground reading.)

The hypothesis was stated clearly and
reflected the background readings.
(Hypothesis formation.)

The experimental design demon-.

Repainted from The Sara Teacher, February 1981, C NSTA 38

propriately.designed andlor used.
(Materials.)

Observations were dearly summar-
ized. (Observations:).

Interpretation of data conformed with
observations. ( 'on.)

Tables, graphs; and illustrations were
used effectively in interpreting data.
(Observation.)

Conclusions and summary remarks
were justified on the basis of exper-

. imental data. (Conclusion.)
The experiment was repeated several

times to establish validity of results.
(Validity.)

A log book was used to record experi-
Mental data, ideas, interpretations,
and conclusions. (Recorlkeeping.)

The bibliography contained a signifi-
cant number of relevant and timely
references. (Background reading.)

Limits of accuracy of measurements
were stated. (Measurement.)

Work on the project suggested new
problems for future research. (Fu-
ture research.)

Oral presentation was made in the
time allotted; with all phases of the
project discussed. (Interview.)

The researcher answered questions
effectively and accurately. (Inter-
view.)

The oral presentatiorGade good use
of visual aids. (Interview.)

The student initiated his or her own
research project. (Initiative.)

The display board was effectivesin
presenting the project. (Display
board.)

The maximum number of points that
a candidate may obtain is 100 per-
cent; awards may be granted in
accordance with the fdlicwing
scores:
60 - 69Honoyable Mention

- 79Third Prize
80 u 89Second Prize
90 - 100First Prize

In the event that a judging team con-
sists, of two or more members, the
final score is the team average.

If the goals of each science fair were
adequately described to judges, if
judges were given evaluation forms
reflecting specific criteria by which
projects could be evaluated in a more
objective way, we would all benefit!--
students, teachers, and judges. II
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r Lawrence J. Beltipanni
Donald R. Cotten

Jan Mai on Kirkwood

ou have just hung up the tele-
phone after a brief conver-
sation with the science teacher

at a local junior high school, and some-
where along the line you've "volun,
teered" to be a judge for the school's
science fair. Suddenly you are respon- '
sible for evaluating projects that stu-

dents may have spent thonths working
on and for deciding which projects are
best. Making these, decisions is no easy
task, but if you 'keep a -fe'w points in
mind, you can turn your judging duties
into a rewarding experience for, both
you and the students. .

Regardless of the grade level you're
working with, you should note the
quality of th6 'work the students have
dprie, and determine how well they
underst,and their projects:The project
should include research, experimenta-
tion, and applicationnot simply library
work. But as ybu apply these standards,
always consider the grade .level of the
student whose project you're judging.
and the general level of expectation for
that particular fair.

Here are some specific criteria to use: '
1. Creative ability. Has the student

shown intelligence and imagination
both in asking the question and arriv-
ing at the answer? Is the student origi-
.nal in deriving and applying data? Did
he or she build or invent any equip-
ment to use in the project?

Remember, anyone can spend some
money, but it takes a creative person to
devise the equipment needed for a par-
ticular project. Ask students where they
gol, their ideas. Creative students'are
always coming .up with new twists to
old ideas; such ingenuity indicates that
you're dealing with an interested young
scientist. Collections may 'show dili- .

genc'e, but they seldom show creativity.
So .don't be tempted into giving them
ugh marks unless they have some true.
scientific merit. #

2. Scientific thought. Is the problem
stated clearly and unambiguously? Did

o the student think through the problem
IN pursue his or her original question
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Suddenly you are responsible for evaluating
projects that students have spent months working on
and for deciding which ones are best.

'without wandering? Was the experi-o

mental procedure well defined and did
the student follow each step toward
.the expected outcome? .

Did the student arrive at the data
experimentally (as opposed to copying
them out of a book)? Are the data rele-
vant to the stated problem? Is..the solu-
tion offered workable?

3. Thoroughness. A solid conclusion is.
based on mapy experiments, rivtia sin-
gle-One. Does the project' test.the main

idea of the hypothesis? How complete
are the data? How well did the stu-

dent .tbink through each step of
the 'experiment? How much

time did he or she spend on
the project? There are few
loopholes in a project that

has.been done thoroughly.
Ask the student questions

about the project to deter-
mine how well he or she
understands the problem.

;MI 4. Skill. Since you don't
know the students person-
ally, yOu will need to have

some way of determining
how likely it is that they
did the work themselves.

Ask them if they had any
help with' their projects:

(But use common sense
here. If they project requires

using -ari electric saw and the
student is in third grade,.it would

I

be permissibleindeed advisablefor
an adult to perform this task.) You can
usually tell how much of the actual
work students have done by observing
them while they demonstrate or ex-
plain the project.

5. Clarity. The project.should be set
up so that the judge can follow the
procedure and understand the data with-
out getting confused.. Students should
have written the data clearl*using
their own words, and they shculd be
able to discuss any portion of fife proj-
ect. The main purpose of the project is
.to show that 'students can formulate,
test, and present re,search.

Though these fislk 'criteria are basic,
the standards for judging particular
science fairs may vary, depending on
the grade level of the participants or
the types of projects involved. The
teacher superVising the 'science fair
should make certain that each judge
has'a judging sheet, indicating not only
the criteria to be used but the points
that each iternis worth. If you do not
understand one of the criteria, ask the
teacher 01 coordinating judge for clari-
fication before judging begins. Your
responsibility to the children is to be as
fair and objective as-possible, and that
can happen only if all the judges use the
same criteria in the same way. And
remember: each child's project is very
important to that student. So whether
the project merits a blue ribbon or not,
be sure- fo provide proper encourage-
ment so that students will continue to
investigate their own ideas.

lAwrence J. Bell ipanni.is an assistant. professor
of science education at the University of Southern
Miss4ppi'11-1oHiesburgh Donald R. Cotten Is'

an associate professor of s4ence education at the
saint' school; Jan Marion Kirkwood is a teacher
in the Natchez (Mississippi) public schools.
Artwork' by Johanna Vogelsang.
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Why is it that models, posters,
sho:w.;and-tell,and laboratory`
demonstrations hre so
predominant at science fairs,
while projects _dealing with
discoveryatid investigation are
decidedly scarce?

Norman F. Smith

°

One need attend only a few elementary-
and intermediate-level science fairs to
discover, that they are all more or less .

alike. A second discov' ery will follow
close behind: most of the projects .in

. these fairs have little relevance to the
goals of science teaching, From my long
experience as a scientist, plus many as-
signments as a science-fair advisor and
judge, I suggest that the cause of this
situation hes where no one may have
thotight to look-='-in the way science fairs
are operated and judged. ,

An analysis of the kinds of science -
fair prej,ects we see time after time at,the
elementary and intermediate levels
clearly shows a disparit), between the
gcials of science fairs,vd those` of science
teaching. Nearly, all fair projertS canbe

'placed in one, of the following five
, Categories:

1. Model building (for example, the
,s61,ar.system, volcanoes, clay models of
frog cirga'ns); ,

2. Hobby or pet show-and-tell (for
example, arrowheads, .slot"cars, `!tfogs,
baby chicks);

3. Laboratory demonstrations right
out of the textbook or laboratory manual

% (for example, distilla'tion, electrolysis,_
'seed.germination);

,

Norman F. Smith is a thechaitichl engineer
and,a -former NASA: ac-rospace research
scientist: He is the. au tho r of several science..-
trade batiks foryoung-people, (Address:
No^rth Flero, VT0547f0.
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11111*IMIlli
" . the first-in-class was
awarded, for-at least the
thousandth time in the
history of science fairs, to the -

students who crushed the
cans with air pressure."

4. Report-and-poster projects from
literature research (for example, fpssils,
birds, bees, the astronauts., the ear);

5. Investigatiye prokects that involve--
the student in critical thinking and sci-
vice processes, such as measuring, re-
ducing data, and drawing conclusions
(for example, tests of reaction time, ef-
fectiveness of various detergents, com-

Tarison of the perforthance of vacuum
bottles with insulated jugs).

If the goal' of science teaching is to
improve skills in model building, li-
brary -research, poster making, or fol-
lowing laboratory-manual direction's,

.then projects from the first four
categories are appropriate. Such projects
may indeed stimulate students' interest
in science and increase their knowledge
of science, in addition to contributing to
social and communication skills. But if
one of the primary goals in science
teaching is to teach critical thinking,in-
quiry, and- investigative skills, then
projects in the first four categories sim-
ply do not match this goal, or are, at best,
ineffective approaches to it. The eSsencb
of science is found only in category 5, in
which the student must conceive and
plan a project, perform an investigation,
and analyze data to arrive at some con-
clusions or some new understanding.

Problems worth. investigating
This being the case, why is it that proj-
ects in the first four categories (models,
posters, shoW-and-tell, and:laboratory
demonstrations) are predominant at sci-
ence firs, while projects-dealing with
discovery and investigation are de-
cidedly.scarce? This is a question long
overdue for investigation; it applies as
well to extra-credit projetts and normal
laboratoiy. activities.

Discusting this question with sci-
ence teachers ields a dumber of view-
points. Some teachers blame the poor
science backgrounds of those in their
own profession, especially among

elementary. teachers. Because elemen-
tary teachers may %be neither highly
skilled in science, Wor entirely certain
about the goals of science teaching, they-
tend to be more comfortable with activ-
ity closely allied with bookwork. Stu-
dents, too, are more comfortable with
projects that can be lifted from books
than with less familiar and more original'
projects that probe the unknown.

Other teachers point out that the
kinds of projects currently popular rep-
resent a "point of entry" into science for
the younger student. This viewpoint has
validity, and some use of these kinds of
projects is undoubtedly justified.

As it turns out, however, most stu-
dents remain stuck with these projects.
year.afteryear, repeating selections from
the first four categories until they move
into high school. Then the rules sud-
denly. change, and only original experi-
mental or technical projects generally are
accepted, at least at major competitions.
What are missing or at least underem-
phasized in the present system are (ran-
salon projects, in which the Student
moves from the easy poster project to a
deeper look at the science aspects of his
topic, and finally to-sampling the pro,
cess of investigation. (Indeed, some of
the exotic projects in high-school sci-
ence fairs-are more oriented to technol-
ogy than to science; consequently, one
wonders whether these students have
ever had the experience of designing a
simple experirriental project.)

Many teachers are aware that the
question of what kinds of projects might
or should be done in science fairs is al-
most .never discussed. In particular,
there'is little or no discussion or.agree-
ment beforehand among teachers, stu-
dents, and science-fair judges as to the
purposes of the endeavor and -the criteria
by ,which entries will be judged. As
result, teachers find themselves coach-
ing students in the execution of projects?
that will be judged by-persons unknown
to, them, and according to criteria that
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are not carefully considered by those/
making the rules.'

In my view, the most startling reason
for the preSent ernphasis on non-inves
tigative projects is the orientation of the
judges themselves, which causes them
to reinforce projects in the first four
categories and to discourage investiga-
tive projects. While this orientation ardy------
seem contrary to the interests and in-
stincts of scientists, it is really quite
understandable, given the usual condi-
tions of scientists' involvement in sci-
ence fairs.

View from the scientist
The lot of the scientist , asked to judge a
science fair is not a happy one. Armed
with a specialty in some branch of sci-
ence, but often with little or no knowl-;
edge of science education., he- surveys,
clipboard in hand, a scene that is quite
fOreign to his professional worlda vast
arena of eager students of widely vary-
ing competencies, who are presiding
over projects that vary even more widely
in quality and science content. The
casual observer may marvel at the
diversity of projects he sees, .but the
judge has the grim job of sorting out
these projects and finding some bksisfor
declaring a few of them the "winners."

How "winners" are often choSen is
best illustrated by true examples frOm a
junior -high sci4nce fair. On one table
the judge finds a project labeled "Air
Pressure," with a Bunsen burner and
three or four gallon cans that have been
crushed by air pressure. TIiere are also

Judging criteria usually consist of items like:
originality, thoroughness, accuTacy. clarity. organi-
zation, neatness, creativity and skill, dramatic ef-
fect, technical skill and workmanship, social imPli-
cations; communicitive skills, science content, and,
scialtific approach. Such criteria are usually vague-
ly defined for the judges, if at all, and- are \
weighted very differently from one science,fair to ,

another. It ,is amazing that items such ag'"scierice
content" and "scientific approach" are'sometimes
ofnitted or are weighted as little as 10 percent.

1
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two other gadgets right out of the lab
manual neatly hung on ringstands so
that 'people can blow into them to
demonstrate "air pressure" for them-
selves. The posters are adequate; the
students are responsive to the questions
of the judge and impress him with their
understanding of the topic.

A few, tables away is a project in.
which t o students have compared the
abilit o a thermos bottle, a plastic jug,
and wo or e other kinds of contain-
ers to keep liquids hot. They have de-
scribed on posters their purpose and test
procedures. Their equipment is.on dis-
play, and other posters show tables of
data and graphs of the variations of tem-
perature with time that the students
stayed up half the night to measure, The
graphs are neatly made and the data,
though a bit rough, look good. Under
questioning, the students show that
they have'drawn,some conclusions, but
their understanding of the science prin-
ciples behind what, they have done
seems somewhat shaky to the judge. He
finds that they don't know a great deal
about heat, how heat is transmitted, or
about inSula6on.

As the reider by now has, guessed,
the first-in-class was awarded, for at
least the thousandth time in the 1-ttittory
of science fairs, to the students who
crushed the cans with air press'ure. Sec-
ond and third awards went to excellent
library-research-and-poster projects on
fish and birds, respectively. The inves-
tigation of thermos bottles and insulated
jugs did not place"or receive any recogni-
tion.

The process by which the judge had
arrived at his decision later became clear
from discussions With him. With only
general criteria to guide him and a
sketchy, at best, understanding of chil-
dren and science teaching, he had relied
on his best in ncts as a scientist. The
questionable derstanding of science
principles sho n by the thermos inves-
tigators troubled himperhaps
"repelled" woisid be a better wordand-..
kept him from seriously considering
their project, whereas he was drawn to-
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. . , in the dazzle of
textbook competence from
the next booth, the spark of
inquiry glowing among the
eggshells was unnoticed by
the scientist . . v

Ward the apparent competence shown in
the demonstration-and-poster project.
A "good" undeistanding of some con-
cepts of air pressure and a "good" labo-
ratory demonstration were more worthy,
according to his standards, than a "fair"
ability to conduct an investigation
backed by only a "fair" understanding
of the concepts involved..

But what could, be wrong with that?
We all know that competence is vital in
science, don't we? And don't we also try

' to teach proper understanding of science
concepts'and printiples?

. ."Investigation" rebuffed
The consequences of such decisions by
science -fair judges, however, are obvi-
ous. The students who made earnest
arid perhaps fruitfulattempts to ex-
plore the 'unknown with ,an investiga-
tive project have been rebuffed. If they
try at all next year, they will probably
seek a project along the safer 'lines of
library research or laboratory demdn-
stration in which they may, through
book learning and practice, acquire the
aura of competence for which the "sys-
tern" has shown clear preference.

Lest anyone think this anisolated
event, I cite two other projects fiom the
same fair. One is a demqnstration of re-
fraction, well- executed by a pair of con-
fident students. They'know the princi-
ple of refraction and demonstrate it in
half a dozen ways using a slide projector
and an aquarium, along with several
drawings. Their competence in this
topic is impressive.

On the next table is a project on
chickens and eggs, an interest the, stu-
dent brought from home. With some
guidance from the teacher, the student
undertOok to' measure the thickness of
eggshells from different kinds of chick
ens. At first, she 'couldn't locate 'a mi-
crometer, but did have a feeler gauge.
She used'an old automobile spark plug;
gapping it, by trial and error to fit each
shell, then measuring the gap vvith'the
feeler gauge. Later she was able to locate

. a micrometer and used it to check and

refine her earlier measurements. Her
display was unimpressive, her manner

6 slily; but from'her data one could learn..
about the range. of thickness of egg-

.
shell's, anda most' interesting
the dimensional tolerance-within which
the' chicken Manufactures the shell.
(Anybody out there know that?) She also
showed' a comparison between the-
thickness of a standard shell 'and a
"soft-shell"----a defective egg occasion-
.ally laid by some chickens. She under:.
.stood well the dietary deficiency that
causes soft-shelled ggs and what to do
about it.

But in the dazzle of textbook compe-
tence from the next booth, the spark of
inquiry glowing among the eggshells
was unnoticed by the scientistindeed,
may have'been snuffed out by his lack of
interest and his final decision. Fitrst.
place, went to the demonstration of re-
fraction, setond place to the familiar
"How Seeds Grow," and third. place to
the ever:popular "How The Ear Func-
tions." Should the student who strug-
gled with eggshells be-brave enough to
do another project on chickensor any
other topicnext' year, she will put
curiosity aside and generate instead' the
most elaborate librarY=research, poster,
show-and-tell project she can muster.
Who could blame her?

The dominance of non-investigative
projects in today's science fairs suggests
that fairs have drifted far from the
avowed goals of science teaching. A

- fresh examination is needed to bring the
goals of science fairs and science teach- .
ing back together..

Here's one modest proposal:,if fair
sponsors were to set up a separate judg-
ing category far investigative projects,
they would immediately motivate stu-
dents and teachers to move in this direc-
tion by guaranteeing recognition of such
project's. Over a period of a few years the
present monotonous fairs 'might' begin
to evolve into new "disco ery fairs" in
which students, teachers, ad the public
would discpver the advent re of inves-
tigation and, experience the true mean-
ing of science.
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